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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Brazilian choral music has had a rich compositional tradition dating from the 16th-century, 

including periods of outstanding craftsmanship. At the beginning of the 20th-century, Brazilian 

Nationalism found expression in the Modernist movement. However, it was challenged by the 

expansion of a non-nationalistic aesthetic brought from Europe during the World War II. As a 

result, altercations between Nationalism and vanguard flourished in the 1950s. Ronaldo Miranda’s 

output exemplifies the eclectic mix of influences that permeates the works of the generation that 

followed this period of radicalization. 

The present document focuses on the description of three choral pieces by Miranda based 

on poems by Fernando Pessoa. The compositional devices used by the composer are described, as 

well as the relationships between the musical ideas and the poetic content. The research shows 

how the composer’s favor of traditional formal designs and triadic harmony is combined with new 

possibilities on the use of the voice and with unconventional harmonic chains.  

Through this study, it was possible to capture essential information for conductors to shape 

interpretative decisions on this repertoire. The main issues related to the pronunciation of Brazilian 

Portuguese are considered, and a rehearsal methodology to work with nasal vowels for singing is 

addressed. This treatise culminates with the presentation of the edited scores with International 

Phonetic Alphabet transcriptions in an appendix. The document also includes a table with words 

in English or Italian that have the same sounds present in Brazilian Portuguese. 

KEYWORDS: Ronaldo Miranda; Brazilian choral music; eclecticism; tradition and 

experimentation; unconventional harmonic chains; choral rehearsal techniques, performance 
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practices; edited scores; Portuguese poetry; Fernando Pessoa; pronunciation of Brazilian 

Portuguese for singing; nasal vowels for singing; International Phonetic Alphabet transcriptions.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This study of three a cappella choral compositions for mixed soprano, alto, tenor, and bass 

(SATB) choirs by Brazilian composer Ronaldo Miranda (b. 1948) centers on observations of 

compositional devices used by the composer, and on relationships between the musical content 

and poetic text. It includes a discussion on the diction of Brazilian Portuguese applied to the texts 

of the selected compositions; International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) transcriptions are included.  

Ronaldo Miranda is one of the most prominent living Brazilian composers, and his 

compositions have been performed in Brazil and abroad throughout the last three decades. 

Although his choral music is relatively unknown in the United States, many of his choral pieces 

have received awards in composition contests in Brazil, and part of his repertoire has been recorded 

by choirs in that country.1 Many reasons contribute to the lack of dissemination of Miranda’s 

choral compositions outside Brazil. First, he sets poems written in Portuguese. Although 

Portuguese is considered the sixth most natively spoken language, with circa 260 million native 

speakers distributed in four continents,2 it is not widely present in music programs in choral 

conducting or vocal performance. When considering specifically the United States of America, the 

number of residents who speak Portuguese is not small. The census 2011 traced 673,566 

Portuguese speakers in the country for the population 5 years and over. However, this number is 

small when compared to Spanish speakers: 37,579,787.3 Probably for this reason, the number of 

                                                 
1 See Appendix III. 
2 Data retrieved from Wikipedia. Accessed February 5, 2016 at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portuguese_language. 
3 Camille Ryan, “Language Use in the United States: 2011.” 
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choral compositions in Spanish circulating in the US is much larger than the ones in Portuguese, 

and the general notion of Latin American culture seems not to have much space for works in 

languages other than Spanish. 

Another problem is related to copyright. Some of the most famous choral compositions by 

Ronaldo Miranda use text that is not in the public domain. A special problem, reported by the 

composer himself in a conversation by email, has been a repeated veto by the descendants of poets 

Manuel Bandeira and Cecília Meireles to any publication or recording of Miranda’s pieces based 

on those poets. Due to such restrictions, this research opted to center attention on Miranda’s 

compositions that are not hindered by copyrights. I eventually narrowed down this selection to 

include only choral pieces based on poems by Fernando Pessoa. This catalogue of three works, 

based in five different texts, is especially relevant due to the quality of the poems used by Miranda, 

and for the interesting choral compositions he created on the words of the Portuguese writer. The 

compositions are Liberdade, Três Cânticos Breves, and Mistério do Vento. 

Miranda’s catalogue includes 19 compositions with choral ensembles. Many of them are 

written for adult mixed chorus a cappella, but his output also includes pieces for children’s chorus 

a cappella, for children’s chorus and orchestra, for adult mixed chorus and orchestra, and for adult 

mixed chorus and woodwind quintet. Besides choral music, the collection of his compositions also 

includes pieces for orchestra, chamber music for various instruments, songs for voice and piano, 

and operas. Although there is no scholarly research on his choral compositions, several of 

Miranda’s compositions for guitar, for piano, songs for voice and piano, and operas have been the 

subject for a number of theses.4 These references will be of invaluable importance in the 

                                                 
4 Refer to the References for a list of theses and dissertations already written on the composer. 
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development of this document on providing scholarship on the composer’s biography, aesthetics, 

and compositional style. 

This document is divided in an introduction and five additional chapters. Chapter 2 is a 

short presentation of the composer’s biography, including his education and his professional 

history. The main goal of this chapter is to present the composer’s environment during his training 

years and establish the main geographical and institutional frames that would define his lineage 

and, as a result, would influence his choices as composer. This chapter will include observations 

about the teaching structure of the School of Music of the Rio de Janeiro Federal University. 

Among the main influences the composer received in this period, the chapter will highlight his 

contact with popular music, his thorough development as a pianist, his early mastery of music 

theory, and the rigidity of his training in tonal music structure. 

In chapter 3, a brief history of the main compositional styles in Brazil during the twentieth-

century is presented. This historical discussion will introduce the reader to names and schools that 

shaped Brazilian music in the last 150 years. The history is told through the development of the 

two main tendencies that governed aesthetical and compositional choices among Brazilian 

composers: nationalism and vanguard. The history of nationalism begins in the Romantic period 

and continues through the Modernism of the first part of the twentieth-century. The parallel history 

of the vanguard in Brazil begins in the 1930s with the introduction of dodecaphonic technique in 

the country, and unfolds until the establishment of groups dedicated to the promotion of 

contemporary music in the 1960s and 70s. This historical background will serve as a preparation 

for the reader to follow and understand Ronaldo Miranda’s career as composer. 

Chapter 4 will focus on the development of Ronaldo Miranda’s path as composer. His 

career has been traditionally divided in four periods. I will introduce the main compositional 
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features and discuss the choral repertoire composed during each period. Miranda’s capacity of 

blending traditional and contemporary trends in composition will be discussed, as well as his use 

of a melodic and harmonic language that is similar to Brazilian popular music and is eclectic in 

style. His use of traditional forms such as sonata, cantata, suite, etc. will be highlighted, alongside 

the presence of avant-garde compositional techniques. The goal of this chapter is to discuss the 

development of Miranda’s musical language in the different phases of his compositional career 

and to relate his aesthetical choices to representative choral pieces composed at each phase. This 

panoramic view of his career will provide aids for the sixth chapter, in which I will present an in-

depth analysis of the repertoire that was chosen as focus of this document. 

In chapter 5, I will discuss Brazilian Portuguese singing diction, a relatively new field of 

research that includes Brazilian scholars who are actively working to create viable solutions for 

selecting the most functional symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) for Brazilian 

Portuguese. A simplified table of symbols adapted for American singers is presented. The 

methodology for teaching Portuguese to non-Portuguese speakers will be to relate the IPA symbols 

to words in English that contain the same sounds and that will be used as “anchor words” for the 

singers to be able to understand, memorize, and replicate the learned content. The replacement of 

all nasal vowels from the Portuguese language for diphthongs in syllables ending on nasal 

consonants will be presented as a possible solution for the problem of nasalization of vowels in 

Portuguese. I am naming this pedagogical approach to the nasal sounds of the Portuguese language 

as “diphthong methodology”. This discussion will be enriched by my experience on the application 

of this diphthong methodology in the preparation of Miranda’s compositions with one of the choirs 

of the University of Alabama during the fall semester of 2015. This appears to have been the first 
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attempt to utilize and report the results on the use of this diphthong manipulation with a chorus 

formed by non-native Portuguese speakers. 

Chapter 6 is the core of this document. In this chapter I introduce and discuss the choral 

compositions by Ronaldo Miranda based on poems by Fernando Pessoa. The chapter begins with 

an introduction to the poet’s life and work. Then, each of the three compositions on Pessoa’s texts 

is introduced with a collection of data displaying its main characteristics. The data at the beginning 

of the description of each composition shows: title, voicing, ranges of each section, date of 

composition, publisher, duration, number of measures, a general outline of the composition, a list 

of recordings and videos available online, original Portuguese text, idiomatic translations to 

English, and International Phonetic Alphabet transcription with Portuguese text and word-for-word 

translation. After the description of each composition, I will present a discussion about the meaning 

and the characteristics of the poetry. Finally, I will discuss the features of each piece in order to 

debate the compositional devices used by Miranda and guide the reader to a deeper understanding 

of the scores presented at Appendix I. 

The examinations performed in Chapter 6 will serve as basis for the final considerations in 

the Conclusion, where I will summarize the duality tradition-experimentation on Miranda’s music 

as seen in these three compositions. I intend to review Miranda’s trajectory as composer to point 

out his eclectic application of different musical devices and to identify the elements that make his 

contribution to the choral repertoire at once relevant and unique. 

The vast majority of Miranda’s compositions remain in manuscript form. Although a large 

number of pieces have been published in Brazil by public institutions such as the National 

Foundation for the Arts (FUNARTE), they are not available for purchase. My work with this 

repertoire intends to create tools to help the non-Brazilian choral communities to understand and 
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perform his music, and to generate interest for the large repertoire of Brazilian choral music as a 

whole. For this reason, Appendix I includes editions of the pieces presented in this document 

following original manuscripts provided by the composer.5 These scores include phonetic 

transcriptions.  

The hybrid nature of this document is the result of the acknowledgement that an informed 

performance of new and unusual repertoire will only be possible with a deep understanding of the 

historical and aesthetical contexts that surrounded its inception. The outcome of this work is the 

edition of the scores from Ronaldo Miranda’s choral compositions on poems by Fernando Pessoa 

with the addition of transcriptions of the text to IPA. In order for the reader to be able to fully 

comprehend the importance and the characteristics of these compositions, the document includes 

information on the composer’s biography and compositional style, on the characteristics of musical 

production in Brazil in the 20th-century, on the use of IPA for Brazilian Portuguese as sung, on the 

characteristics of Fernando Pessoa’s poetry, and on the musical devices used in each composition. 

  

                                                 
5 Refer to the References to a list of the primary sources for this research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RONALDO MIRANDA’S BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

 

Ronaldo Miranda was born in Rio de Janeiro in 1948. He was first exposed to music when 

he was six years old. His family wanted him to play the piano, but he was interested in learning 

the accordion, which was fashionable in the 1950s. He would eventually fulfill the desire of his 

parents and would become an accomplished pianist, but the years he spent learning the accordion 

would not be forgotten. It contributed to the basis of his training in music theory and it also 

provided him an experience with a less academic kind of music. This association with a less formal 

repertoire would resonate in a number of popular aspects present in his works later, namely his 

smooth melodic lines similar to old Brazilian modinhas, his use of harmony that recalls harmonic 

chains from bossa nova, and the presence of accompanimental textures that resembles popular 

instruments such as the guitar. 

Miranda’s early education was received from Catholic schools in Rio de Janeiro. In middle 

school, he was a student of Barnabite priests at Santo Antônio Maria Zacaria Middle School; after 

that, he studied with Jesuit priests at Santo Inácio High School. For researcher Manoel Roberto 

Batista6, this early experience may have influenced the composer’s musicality, particularly in his 

creation of fluid and inventive melodies. Batista’s thesis is that the melodic patterns of Gregorian 

chant constitute one of the primary musical references in the creative imagination of the composer. 

As we will see, Miranda’s melodies in his compositions for choir have indeed smooth and fluid 

                                                 
6 Batista, Manoel Roberto, Temas gregorianos em quatro obras orquestrais entre os séculos XIX e XX, 69. 
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contour, but there is no reference to Gregorian themes, nor the use of other characteristics of 

plainchant such as repeated reciting notes, melismas, free rhythmic patterns, or modal structures. 

Miranda entered the Technical School of Music at the Universidade Federal do Rio de 

Janeiro (Rio de Janeiro Federal University) to learn the piano and music theory at 12 years old. At 

the University, the project of this technical school of music was more like a community school, 

whose best students were automatically accepted into the undergraduate degree. At the age of 14, 

his knowledge of theory qualified him to join the undergraduate program, but he was still 

technically too young. In Ana Paula Pacheco de São Thiago’s thesis on Miranda’s piano music, 

the composer says,  

I was in a kind of a theory probationary period for approximately three years, because only 

at the fifth year of that old system an individual was admitted to the baccalaureate program. 

The fifth year of the technician in music of that time was equivalent to the first year of the 

under graduation today. In essence, those three years were in effect the three years of high 

school. I was progressing on the piano, so I could follow up with my studies in harmony, 

since I had already finished the theory. However, they would not let the student continue 

the theory courses if he/she did not have the corresponding level at the main instrument.7 

Ronaldo Miranda matriculated into the university in 1966 and he engaged in a long and 

rich academic experience that resulted in three degrees. In her thesis on the composer, São Thiago 

affirms that Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro was  

A school of long time tradition. At the end of the 1950s, it had among its faculty some of 

the most distinguished Brazilian musicians and composers, such as Francisco Mignone 

(conducting), Lorenzo Fernandez (harmony), José Siqueira (composition), Oscar Borgeth 

(violin), Iberê Gomes Grosso (cello), and Arnaldo Estrela (piano).8 

                                                 
7 Ronaldo Miranda apud Ana Paula Pacheco de São Thiago, Construção de uma interpretação do Concertino para 

Piano e Cordas de Ronaldo Miranda: relato de uma experiência, 15; trans. “Tive que ficar de castigo na parte 

teórica por uns três anos, porque só no antigo quinto ano do técnico do piano é que se passava para o que hoje é a 

graduação. O quinto ano técnico é hoje o primeiro da graduação. Então naqueles três anos que corresponderam mais 

ou menos aos anos do colegial, eu fiquei me adiantando no piano, pra poder depois seguir meus estudos de 

harmonia, porque a teoria eu já tinha acabado. Mas eles não deixavam que o aluno prosseguisse nos estudos teóricos 

se ele não tivesse no instrumento a base correspondente.” 
8 São Thiago, Construção de uma interpretação do Concertino, 15; trans. “Escola de longa tradição, no final da 

década de cinquenta, contou no quadro docente com alguns dos mais destacados músicos e compositores brasileiros 
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Miranda’s most important teachers at the University were Hélcio Soares (harmony, 

analysis) and Henrique Morelembaum (composition). His training in the school of music of the 

Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro was very rigorous, since the university followed the 

traditional models of the Paris Conservatory in France. 

During Miranda’s undergraduate degree, his father passed away and he was obliged to 

postpone his studies in order to work and to provide for his family. He was hired by Jornal do 

Brasil, which at that time, was one of the most important newspapers in Brazil.9 He began working 

in the department of cultural events and eventually became one of the music critics of the 

newspaper, working in this capacity for 19 years (from 1966 to 1985). His work as critic would be 

important for his own development as musician, because it gave him the opportunity of listening 

and analyzing many compositions in various styles, including a large amount of contemporary 

music. 

Eventually, Miranda continued his formal education. He completed his Bachelor of Music 

Degree in Piano Performance (1970), and later finished his Bachelor’s Degree in Composition 

(1976). In addition to his degrees in music, he also earned a Bachelor in Journalism in 1973, at the 

same university. Later, Miranda earned his Master’s Degree in Composition at Universidade 

Federal do Rio de Janeiro. His master’s thesis was entitled “The Use of Traditional Forms in 

Contemporary Musical Language in the Composition of a Concert for Piano and Orchestra”. It 

was written in 1987 and can be considered almost a manifesto of Miranda’s compositional 

aesthetics. As I will discuss in this document, he explores new musical language possibilities, 

                                                 
como: Francisco Mignone (regência), Lorenzo Fernandez (harmonia), José Siqueira (composição), Oscar Borgeth 

(violino), Iberê Gomes Grosso (violoncelo) e Arnaldo Estrela (piano).” 
9 The article on wikipedia says, “Jornal do Brasil, widely known as JB, is a daily newspaper published by Editora 

JB in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The paper was founded in 1891 and is the third oldest extant Brazilian paper, after the 

Diário de Pernambuco and O Estado de S. Paulo. However, on 31 August 2010 it became a digital newspaper, 

folding its print edition.”. Accessed February 03, 2016 at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jornal_do_Brasil. 
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namely through the use of non-functional harmonic relations. By the same token, Miranda’s music 

is firmly established on the foundation of traditional formal structures. In his compositions, one 

can easily identify old forms such as ternary form, suites, sonatas, and fugues. In his choral output, 

particularly, the use of regular phrasing is noticeable, with four-measure phrases and eighth-

measure periods. Finally, in 1996, he received the Doctor in Arts Degree from the Universidade 

de São Paulo (University of São Paulo) with the thesis Dom Casmurro, an Opera: The Music in 

the Process of Theatralization of Machado’s Romance. This work describes the composer’s 

approach to Machado de Assis’s romance as a source for his first opera. The work testifies on 

Miranda’s interest in the field of opera as well as his sensibility to transform high-level literature 

in vocal music. 

Ronaldo Miranda has an active and relevant presence in the music scenery in Brazil. He 

taught at Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro from 1984 to 1998. From 1985 to 1989, he 

occupied the position of Vice-Director of the National Institute of Music at the Fundação Nacional 

de Artes (National Foundation of Arts), which is a government-sponsored arts foundation that 

regulates many important cultural projects in the country. From 1995 to 2004, he was the director 

of Sala Cecília Meireles, an important concert venue in Rio de Janeiro. Since 2004, Ronaldo 

Miranda has been Professor of Composition at the University of São Paulo.  

In conclusion, the biographical aspects of Ronaldo Miranda’s years of training help us to 

understand central aspects of his music writing. From this early age, the composer inherited a 

tendency of creating singable melodies. He also developed a strong sense of order and clarity in 

his theoretical and formal approach to music. His academic training made him an accomplished 

pianist and gave him the experience of being close to some of the most important Brazilian 

musicians of his time. Finally, he had the opportunity to explore the various schools and styles of 
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contemporary music. In the next chapter, I will enlarge the discussion about Brazilian music in the 

20th-century. This will provide a frame to Miranda’s activity, so that the historical importance of 

his work can be better contemplated. 
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CHAPTER 3 

BRAZILIAN MUSICAL TRENDS IN THE 20TH CENTURY 

 

Ronaldo Miranda began to compose on a regular basis in the 1970s. At that time, the 

compositional schools in Brazil were strongly influenced by avant-garde movements. 

Nevertheless, the moment of the biggest tension between vanguardism and nationalism in Brazil 

was already past. In fact, Miranda’s generation would be the one to find ways to combine the two 

tendencies in a period we can label as eclecticism. In order to describe the context in which 

Miranda’s work began, it is necessary to understand these two opposite trends of musical aesthetics 

in Brazil: on one side, the history of nationalism in Brazilian music; on the other, the different 

movements that attempted to incorporate avant-garde musical aesthetics and compositional 

techniques into the music and teaching of music in the country.  

3.1 Nationalism 

Nationalism in Brazilian music first presented itself in the Romantic period, when 

composers such as Carlos Gomes (1836-1896), Brasílio Itiberê da Cunha (1846-1913), and 

Alexandre Levy (1864-1892) incorporated folk tunes, motives, and rhythmic cells into classical 

compositions. Many consider composer Alberto Nepomuceno (1864-1920) the father of Brazilian 

musical nationalism. Scholar Gerard Béhague, for instance, affirms that, “As a composer, 

Nepomuceno played a major role in the emergence of musical nationalism in Brazil.”10 

Nevertheless, the importance of Nepomuceno is not so much related to the actual genesis of 

                                                 
10 Gerard Béhague. "Nepomuceno, Alberto." 
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Brazilian nationalism. He was not the first composer in the country to look for material in folklore 

and other popular sources for the development of Brazilian art music. Nevertheless, it is true that 

he strongly enlarged and enriched this practice. In an introduction to an edition of Nepomuceno’s 

works for voice and piano, musicologist Rodolfo Coelho de Souza puts his contribution in 

perspective. He states: 

His real contribution was to have effected an organic incorporation into Brazilian music of 

the language of the European vanguard: abundant post-Wagnerian chromaticism, exotic 

modalism of the French, ultra-romantic suspended tonality, and symmetrical whole-tone 

and pentatonic scales. These stylistic elements were immediately assimilated by the 

modernist generation. They were then combined to the idea of appropriating popular 

sources. This combination is what created the basis for Brazilian nationalist music 

movement. However, Nepomuceno did not carry out this synthesis.11 

The period that followed Nepomuceno’s influence is known as Modernism in Brazil. It 

encompasses approximately the first half of the 20th century. During this period, poet, writer, 

literary critic, scholar, historian, and cultural philosopher Mário de Andrade (1893-1945) led the 

search for a national musical language or style. In 1922, a group of painters, sculptors, novelists, 

poets, playwrights, musicians, and architects promoted a week of arts at São Paulo City Theatre to 

demonstrate the production of this movement through concerts, exhibitions, and lectures. The 

event was of fundamental importance in the history of the arts in Brazil and it is known as the 

Semana de Arte Moderna de 22 (Week of Modern Art of 1922). The musicians who participated 

in the week were composers Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959), Ernani Braga (1888-1948), and 

Frutuoso Viana (1896-1976), alongside with pianist Guiomar Novaes (1895-1979). 

The main characteristics of Brazilian Modernism were summarized by the Manifesto 

Antropofágico (Anthropophagic Manifesto) published by Oswald de Andrade (1890-1954) in 

1928. The manifesto started with the iconic phrase “só a antropofagia nos une” (only cannibalism 

                                                 
11 Rodolfo Coelho de Souza. “Preface” in Alberto Nepomuceno & Dante Pignatari. Canções para voz e piano, 22. 
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unites us).12 This provocative metaphor suggested the way Brazilian artists, composers, writers 

and other cultural producers should relate with European culture according to the views of the 

modernist movement. In an article about this cultural trend, Suely Rolnik explains the use of the 

metaphor:  

The inspiration for the idea of anthropophagy came from a custom of the Tupi Indians: it 

consisted in eating their enemies – but not just any enemy, only brave warriors. A certain 

relationship with alterity thus ritualized itself: a choosing of their others in terms of the 

vital power that their proximity would intensify; allowing themselves to be affected by 

those desired others to the point of absorbing them into their own bodies, so that particles 

of their virtue would integrate into the chemistry of the anthropophagous' souls and 

promote their refinement.13  

Through the use of the image of cannibalism, what the Movimento Antropofágico was in 

fact purposing, was a project of integration between European and native cultures. The goal was 

to break the separation between elite and folk cultures so characteristic of Brazilian society. In a 

basic sense, this separation comes from the fact that Brazilian culture insists in perpetuating an 

overvaluation of any cultural product that comes from or is related to Europe. In the words of 

sociologist Darcy Ribeiro in his fundamental book about Brazilian culture The Brazilian People:  

It is clear that the colonization of Brazil was a persistent and stubborn effort to implant an 

Europeanness here that was adapted to these tropics and was incarnated in these racial 

mixtures, but it always ran up against the obstinate resistance of nature and the whims of 

history, which have made us what we are today in spite of those designs, so contrary to 

whiteness and urbanity, so inwardly de-Europeanized as de-Indianized and de-

Africanized.14  

This historical gap in Brazil opposes by one side an elite who wants to keep related to 

Europe and never assumes their native country as their real home and, by the other one, folkloric 

manifestations that are always seen as inferior or primitive. Therefore, Modernism can be 

                                                 
12 Andrade, Oswald de. Manifesto Antropofágico, 1928. Available at the link 

http://www.tanto.com.br/manifestoantropofago.htm. 
13 Suely Rolnik, “Anthropophagic Subjectivity,” 129. 
14 Darcy Ribeiro, The Brazilian People, 40. 
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understood as the first period in Brazilian history in which a national cultural project was seriously 

proposed. Artists such as Oswald de Andrade and Mário de Andrade were looking for a path to 

break this historical pattern. They wanted to, at once, assimilate the rich heritages that formed the 

country and establish cultural expressions that could help to define the unique characteristics of 

the nation.  

Mário de Andrade was also very active in proposing ideas and possibilities for Brazilian 

composers to seek a national musical language in consonance to the aesthetics of the Modernist 

movement. Andrade held regular soirees at his home that had a profound influence on Brazilian 

music. One of his most important pupils was the composer Mozart Camargo Guarnieri (1907-

1993), whose compositions and cultural advocacy always reflected the beliefs of Andrade. 

Guarnieri would become one of the most important Brazilian composers. His oeuvre is extensive, 

including operas, symphonies, concerts, chamber music, choral music, and more than 300 songs 

for voice and piano. In 1992, as recognition of the quality of his compositions, the Organization 

of American States in Washington, D.C. granted him the Gabriela Mistral Award as the Greatest 

Musician of the Three Americas.15 He was also an accomplished teacher and a number of his pupils 

would become major Brazilian composers. 

The musical nationalism presented in Guarnieri’s music is characterized by indirect and 

creative quotation of folk material with a sophisticated use of counterpoint and form. In a book 

resulting from an extensive research on Guarnieri’s music, Marion Verhaalen refers to this use of 

folkloric material by the composer. Among the characteristics of the heritage of Brazilian folk 

music that one can recognize in the music of this composer, she points out the use of many small 

forms drawn from popular songs and dances, of melodic patterns coming from the rodas, toadas, 

                                                 
15 Marion Verhaalen, Camargo Guarnieri, Brazilian Composer, 40. 
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and modinhas, and of rhythmic figures present in folk dances. She says, “These melodic and 

rhythmic motifs permeate the music of Guarnieri and often dictate his style, texture, and in a lesser 

degree, the structures themselves.”16 What is consistently new in Camargo Guarnieri’s use of 

folkloric materials is that he refuses to quote folk melodies in his music; instead, his musical 

materials are always newly composed, even when he employs melodic, formal, or rhythmic 

patterns that clearly sound similar to Brazilian folk songs or dances. As examples of these musical 

materials, I can name the extensive use of Mixolydian mode and the pervasive presence of a 

syncopated cell based on the rhythm 16th note—8th note—16th note. This new attitude in Brazilian 

nationalism would exert a definite influence on Ronaldo Miranda’s approach to composition. The 

main difference between the two composers is that Guarnieri kept in his color palette sonorities of 

rural inland Brazil, while Miranda’s references are more related to an urban popular music. 

3.2 Vanguardism 

Brazilian modernism would be counted as one of the various avant-garde movements in 

music around the 1920s. Latin American exotic musicality found great international favor in the 

work of Villa-Lobos. This composer created pieces without the restraining of classical forms, with 

structures that seemed to be unordered or even chaotic in some aspects. He explored sonorities 

from Brazilian Indians with the use of melodic and rhythmic ostinatos, fragmented motives, and a 

great importance to percussion instruments. Villa-Lobos also increased the exotic flavor of his 

music with the use of imitations of sounds from the forest such as tempests, harsh winds, birds, 

and other kinds of animals. As a counterpoint to these wild elements, the composer used urban 

melodies from the Brazilian choro, and explored articulated textures that resembled the sound of 

                                                 
16 Ibid., 57. 
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the guitar. For musicologist Gabriel Ferraz, the final touch that would make this music so strong 

was the use of “European musical techniques, especially unbalanced accents, abrupt metrical 

changes, and dissonances like those of Stravinsky’s Primitivism.”17 The reception of this music in 

France could not be better. After the premiere of Villa-Lobos’ Choros n° 10 in Paris in 1928, a 

review by Henry Prunières at the Revue Musicale stated,  

It is the first time in Europe that one hears works coming from Latin America that bring 

with them the wonders of virgin forests, of great plains, of an exuberant nature. (…) One 

may have another conception of the art of music, but one could not remain indifferent to 

works of such power.18  

Indeed, Brazilian modernist composers explored post-tonal languages but they did not use 

some of the more radical new musical features present in Europe at that time, such as the 

dodecaphonic technique from German expressionism or the mechanical sounds of the Italian 

futurism. This would change after the arrival of German conductor and composer Hans-Joachim 

Koellreutter (1915-2005). In the year of 1937, Koellreutter immigrated to Brazil, where his work 

as a pedagogue made a decisive contribution. He introduced a number of young Brazilian 

composers to new techniques of composition, namely serialism. Among these pupils were Cézar 

Guerra Peixe (1914-1993), Cláudio Santoro (1919-1989), Edino Krieger (b. 1928), Marlos Nobre 

(b. 1939), and bossa-nova composer Antônio Carlos Jobim (1927-1994).  

In 1939, Koellreutter founded the Grupo Música Viva (Group for Living Music), a 

movement that favored the use of dodecaphonism. Vítor Duarte tells, “The group promoted 

concerts, lectures, radio programs, as well as publishing eleven volumes of a magazine directed 

towards the defense of their techniques and aesthetic ideas.”19 During the 1940s, the 12-tone 

                                                 
17 Gabriel Augusto Ferraz. “Heitor Villa-lobos and ‘Choros’ no. 3,” 223. 
18 Henry Prunières apud Gerard Béhague, Heitor Villa-Lobos: The Search for Brazil’s Musical Soul, 19. 
19 Vitor Monteiro Matthiesen Duarte, Ronaldo Miranda’s Solo and Four-Hand Piano Works, 25. 
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technique became a major compositional device among young Brazilian composers. In a certain 

way, dodecaphonic technique became synonymous with musical avant-garde for that generation. 

Seen at the time in Brazil as the most important manifestation of new music, the dodecaphonic 

system was ostentatiously attacked or defended in conformity with the interests of the different 

groups of musicians active in the country. In an article about dodecaphonism in Brazil, André Egg 

states, “Nationalists saw in the dodecaphonism the enemy of the nation that, for that reason, should 

be extirpated. Followers of the vanguard took the defense of dodecaphonism as a fight for free 

creation and aesthetic research.”20 As a result of this, a time of extreme tension flourished among 

Brazilian musicians having the dodecaphonic technique as the fulcrum of a much broader 

discussion on which type of music should be composed in the country. Alongside the aesthetic 

concerns, the fight around the use of 12-tone technique also gained political relevancy on issues 

of national identity. The controversy ultimately became a quest for power in the musical field in 

the country. 

3.3 Guarnieri vs. Koellreutter 

Grupo Música Viva’s publications attacked the then-current notion of nationalism. 

Koellreutter and his followers considered the premises of Brazilian nationalism as a sectarian 

ideology, stating that it “exalts feelings of nationalistic superiority in its essence and stimulates 

egocentric and individualistic trends that separate men.”21 The group was advocating that the 

musical community in the country should be open to a more international and cosmopolitan 

                                                 
20 André Egg, “A Carta Aberta de Camargo Guarnieri,” 3; trans. “Nacionalistas identificavam no dodecafonismo o 

inimigo da nação que, como tal, devia ser extirpado. Adeptos da vanguarda viam na defesa do dodecafonismo a luta 

pela livre criação e pesquisa estética.” 
21 Duarte, Ronaldo Miranda’s Solo and Four-Hand Piano Works, 25. 
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worldview and, therefore, should accept composition techniques coming from Europe without the 

bias that music composed following these trends would not represent the country.  

Because of such statements, many people understood the premise of the group as an anti-

national campaign. For many proponents of Brazilian nationalism, the only genuine and authentic 

music in the country would be the one that, in some way, would refer to national musical elements 

such as rhythmic cells, melodic patterns, scales, instruments, or even full quotations of folk 

repertoire. For these composers and critics, the basic proposition of Schoenberg’s system of 

composing with 12-tones without hierarchic distribution of the pitches would naturally destroy 

any possibility of contact between newly composed music and the musical expressions of the 

people.  

Therefore, the musical thinking in the country became sharply polarized between two 

divergent views about musical aesthetics. This period of radicalism culminated with the 

publication of the Carta Aberta aos Músicos e Criticos do Brasil22 (Open Letter to Musicians and 

Music Critics of Brazil) by Camargo Guamieri, in 1950. In his letter, the composer strongly 

opposed the use of dodecaphonism. As one of the major champions of Brazilian nationalism, 

Guarnieri was afraid that the dodecaphonism would destroy Brazilian national character. He was 

certainly upset for seeing a large number of young talented students of music becoming more and 

more interested about avant-garde techniques and, in his view, abandoning the search for a national 

music. For Guarnieri, dodecaphonism should be viewed as a politics of cultural degeneration that 

could not be accepted in the country. 

Koellreutter retaliated in the following years with negative reviews about Guarnieri’s 

music in the periodic published by Grupo Música Viva. The tussle would remain active and strong 

                                                 
22 Verhaalen, Camargo Guarnieri, Brazilian Composer, 61. 
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through the 1950s, and this would be a time of extreme radicalism and tension that would divide 

opinions in the whole country affecting composers, schools of music, performers, and even the 

audience. The tension between the groups related to these two composers and pedagogues can be 

considered as one of the most important moments of debate in the whole history of Brazilian 

classical music. In the decades that followed these feuds, new groups of musicians would emerge. 

For an important part of this new generation, the way to overcome such period of radicalization 

was to combine different techniques and trends. This was the beginning of eclecticism in Brazil. 

3.4 Eclecticism 

Nationalistic movements in Brazil lost strength after this period of radicalization. After the 

1950s, it became less of a rule that a composer should compose music with native elements or with 

national sonorities. At the same time, dodecaphonism ceased to be considered the only option for 

composing contemporary music among the followers of the vanguardism. In the words of Vítor 

Duarte, in his dissertation about Ronaldo Miranda’s piano compositions:  

it was after 1960 that the consequences of many debates on musical aesthetics were 

radically felt once many nationalist composers prompted stylistic innovation. Indeed, the 

dodecaphonic campaign opened new horizons to musical compositions. Composers tended 

to reject its aesthetics as the only source of expression. Instead, they applied serialism 

freely in musical compositions.23  

In the following decades, composers originally related to one of those two schools of 

composition would cross the board and create music using techniques that were at once advocated 

by their former enemies. In the 1970s, composers Claudio Santoro and Guerra-Peixe would 

abandon the strict use of dodecaphonism in order to explore resources from Brazilian folklore and 

popular music in their compositions. They would be part of a new wave of nationalism with deep 

and thorough knowledge of folklore, combined with a mastery of a wide variety of compositional 

                                                 
23 Duarte, Ronaldo Miranda’s Solo and Four-Hand Piano Works, 29-30. 
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abilities. By the other hand, Camargo Guarnieri himself would use serial techniques in his Piano 

Concerto n. 5, composed in 1970. 

Ronaldo Miranda’s generation would solve the dichotomies between nationalist and avant-

garde music in Brazil through an eclectic use of different compositional techniques. These 

composers came primarily from groups established in different states of the country. An important 

one was located in São Paulo and included Camargo Guarnieri’s students such as Osvaldo Lacerda 

(1927-2011), Almeida Prado (1943-2010), and Aylton Escobar (b. 1943). Another group received 

its training in Rio de Janeiro. This group includes Ronaldo Miranda and other composers who also 

attended the Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, namely Ricardo Tacuchian (b. 1939), David 

Korenchendler (b. 1948), and Marisa Resende (b. 1944). This generation of composers would gain 

prominence and maturity in the 1980s. Groups of composers such as these also emerged in the 

states of Bahia, Minas Gerais, Rio Grande do Sul, and Paraná. 

Although this new generation is characterized by a broad range of styles, it is possible to 

identify a much more flexible use of compositional devices and techniques. The majority of these 

composers came to a mature expression of their craft without considering anymore that tonality 

was an old-fashioned system that one needs avoid at any cost, nor that serialism was the only 

effective system for the creation of music that portrays the idiosyncrasies of the contemporaneity. 

Many of these composers experienced a phase of atonal music in their youth before they arrived 

to this eclectic maturity. Ronaldo Miranda also went through this pathway. In the next chapter, I 

will unravel his trajectory as composer. 
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CHAPTER 4 

OVERVIEW OF RONALDO MIRANDA’S PRODUCTION FOR A CAPPELLA ADULT CHORUS 

 

Miranda’s catalogue is large and varied. He wrote for several different ensembles and 

embraced a number of different styles during his career. In spite of that, some features can be seen 

consistently in several of Miranda’s compositions, including the use of the octatonic scale, quartal 

chords, and regular use of fourths (perfect, augmented, and diminished). Vítor Duarte describes 

other common elements in all Miranda’s works, including “rhythm markings, phrase shape and 

length, indications of dramatic dynamics and agogic accents, and expressive devices and note 

groupings.”24 Laura Umbelino reinforces another characteristic of Miranda’s compositional style: 

the importance of his use of melodies. She describes the composer’s melodies as “rich and, at the 

same time, sensitive and profound.”25 As Catholicism was important in Miranda’s childhood, the 

melodic richness of his melodies may have been influenced by the composer’s contact with 

Gregorian chant. For Gisele Pires Mota, who wrote a dissertation on the songs for voice and piano 

by the composer,  

Ronaldo Miranda’s compositional style fluctuates between atonalism and nationalism, 

often employing tonal centers with expanded harmonies and ecclesiastic modes. In his 

vocal works for voice and piano, he combines all of the above with elements from Brazilian 

popular music, borrowing harmony from bossa nova, melodies and rhythms from 

modinhas, and contrapuntal lines from choro and seresta.26  

                                                 
24 Ibid., 35. 
25 Laura Moraes Umbelino, Festspielmusik de Ronaldo Miranda para dois pianos e percussão, 21; trans. “Melodias 

ricas e, ao mesmo tempo, sensíveis e profundas.” 
26 Gisele Pires de Oliveira Mota. The Songs for Voice and Piano by Ronaldo Miranda: Music, Poetry, Performance, 

and Phonetic Transcription, 12. 
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A number of authors who studied Ronaldo Miranda’s output agree that his compositional 

work can be divided into four periods. The first period, between 1969 and 1977, is comprised of 

pieces from his academic years while he was a student at the Universidade Federal do Rio de 

Janeiro. These works are primarily of harmonic and modal procedures of the classical and early 

romantic periods. The compositions are tonal, and they display a conservative use of formal and 

structural design. In the second period, between 1977 and 1983, he explored free atonalism. After 

1984, the third period is characterized by the use of what the composer himself names as 

neotonalism. Finally, the period from the new millennium is marked by eclecticism and a 

consolidation of his formal and harmonic language.  

In this chapter, I will introduce each one of these periods with a discussion of its main 

characteristics. I will highlight some of the main compositional trends of the period relating it to 

some of the most relevant choral pieces composed during that time. The goal of this discussion is 

to summarize the path taken by Miranda in his development as composer and, at the same time, 

present an overview of his choral output. 

4.1 First Period (1969-1977) 

Miranda kept only a few of the works he composed during his student years, including a 

suite for piano, a wind quartet, and some songs for voice and piano. Some of his songs for voice 

and piano date back to 1969 when he was in his twenties. In general, these pieces are academic 

works without use of any contemporary language. They are expressions of his training years and 

would probably be not counted as part of his catalogue if some of them were not so interesting. 

Namely his early songs came to be often performed in Brazil due to the beauty of their melodies 

and to the clarity of Miranda’s writing. The composer refers to these songs stating,  

At that time, when I was 21 years old, I was correct only in the songs I composed. The 

songs Retrato, Cantares, and Soneto da Separação were composed in class, but they found 
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their way in the repertoire. They are performed very often. Everything was kind of modal, 

very Brazilian, without any major concern with musical language.27 

The aesthetic of these early songs would influence his vocal writing even in later years. 

Although there is no choral music composed in this first period, one of these songs, Cantares, was 

later arranged for a cappella mixed chorus with soprano solo. This version for chorus was made 

in 1987. Cantares is primarily a lovely melody. Miranda explores an old tradition in the country 

of constructing expressive melodies in minor mode. Figure 4.1 shows the theme of the refrain in 

Cantares with special attention to the use of stepwise motion broken by a large leap, immediately 

followed by another leap in contrary motion, to bring the melody back to the original region. This 

creates the sense of a single pitch, out of the original register of the phrase, causing movement and 

surprise.  

 
Figure 4.1. Cantares – Soprano section – mm. 3-6. 

The form of the composition is strophic, with the choir singing homophonically in the 

refrain, and the soloist singing an accompanied melody in the stanzas. Figure 4.2 demonstrates 

how Miranda creates the environment of a popular song using an onomatopoeic accompaniment 

in the choir imitating the sound of a guitar. The syllable “dom” represents the sound of a plucked 

guitar. The bass line sings long low notes that represent the sounds created by the thumb of the 

guitar player, while the upper voices subdivide the harmonies in eighth notes imitating the sounds 

related to the other fingers of the guitarist. 

                                                 
27 Miranda, apud São Thiago, Construção de uma interpretação do Concertino, 21; trans. “Mas apenas as canções 

que compus naquela época, com 21 anos de idade, é que acertei. Retrato, Cantares, Soneto da Separação, que foram 

compostas em sala de aula, mas ficaram no repertório. São muito cantadas. Tudo meio modal, brasileiro, sem 

maiores preocupações de linguagem.” 
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Figure 4.2. Cantares, mm. 11-14. 

The following graphic shows Miranda’s choral compositions from this first phase: 

Table 4.1: List of Choral Compositions from the First Period 

Cantares, 1969/1987 – s, SATB, a cappella – Text in Portuguese: Walter Mariani– Publisher: 

Manuscript 

As the only representative of Miranda’s first phase, Cantares anticipates some features that 

will be also present in the following stages of his production. The melodies tend to be lyrical and 

easily recognizable. In addition, the main melody is usually delivered by the soprano section. 

Therefore, even in homophonic textures, most of Miranda’s choral compositions are variations on 

the concept of accompanied melody. In subsequent years, his writing would become much more 

complex, but the freshness of his musical ideas would always make his compositions as enjoyable 

for the singers as the simple structures of Cantares. 
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4.2 Second Period (1977-1983) 

In order to begin a professional career as a composer, Miranda decided to focus on atonal 

pieces. This kind of musical language characterizes his second period as a composer. Miranda 

thought that there would be no other way to make his name known as a composer but by cultivating 

a more contemporary language and by submitting his music to contests and competitions. His own 

words clarify how this idea came to his mind and became part of his new attitude towards his 

compositions. He stated,  

Then I thought: I will inaugurate an atonal phase and I will go to events of contemporary 

music. I will put my music in circulation. There is no other way! To be a composer 

nowadays, I need to pull myself into the style of my own time, my own era. I was thinking 

that I started composing in a way that was too conservative. Then, I established an atonal 

phase in my life that went until 1983 or 1984. It lasted for seven years. Then I began to 

submit material to competitions and I began to win those contests. After a while, people 

began to commission works, and I did not need the competitions to make my name known. 

It was a little bit difficult to disclose your own work at that time.28 

The expansion of Miranda’s music into atonalism brought him success at competitions. 

This new direction brought the composer the first of his many awards in composition contests. His 

piece Trajetória (Trajectory) was awarded with the first prize at the chamber music category at the 

II Bienal de Música Contemporânea (Second Contemporary Music Biennial)  of Sala Cecília 

Meireles, in Rio de Janeiro. Trajetória was scored for soprano, flute, clarinet, piano, cello, and 

percussion (xylophone and vibraphone). 

In this phase, the composer already showed the tendency of preserving traditional forms in 

the organization of his musical material. Although his music was openly atonal in several pieces 

                                                 
28 Ibid., 22; trans. “Então pensei: vou inaugurar uma fase atonal e vou para as Bienais de Música, vou botar minha 

música pra girar. Não vejo outra maneira. Pra ter uma carreira de compositor, hoje, preciso me puxar um pouco pro 

meu tempo. Eu estava achando que comecei a compor de uma maneira muito conservadora. Então, inaugurei uma 

fase atonal na minha vida que vai até 1983, 84, sete anos. Então comecei a fazer concurso e a ganhar concursos, até 

que as pessoas começaram a encomendar as obras e eu não precisei mais do concurso pra aparecer. Era um pouco 

difícil naquela época veicular a própria obra.” 
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of this period, he wrote in forms such as sonata form, variations, fugue, and suite, among others. 

This was the beginning of the dualism modern language vs. old forms, which will become one of 

the major aspects of Miranda’s music. As we will see through the unfolding of the presentation 

and discussion of his compositions, elements of tradition and experimentation are always present 

side by side in his creative framework. The second period of his compositional trajectory is the 

extent of time in which elements of experimentation where most relevant in his aesthetical 

questionings but, “even when working with the so-called modern materials, the composer did not 

leave a more traditional reference in his music.”29 

Miranda’s predilection for the use of formal structures would constitute a major issue on 

the thesis of his Master’s Degree, finalized in 1987, The Use of Traditional Forms with 

Contemporary Musical Languages in the Composition of a Concert for Piano and Orchestra. It 

focused on the application of traditional forms in contemporary music. In his text, Miranda says 

that the transition from the music of the Romantic era to the twentieth century was less striking 

than the one from the Baroque to the Classical period. For him, in contrast to the Baroque style, 

Classical composers used completely new conceptions of both language and form. Different from 

that, the major changes from the Romanticism to the twentieth century were more focused in 

language, since many composers, including himself, kept using traditional forms.30 

Although the composer considered 1977-1983 his atonal phase, his compositions for voice 

reflect something quite different. His works for voice never got to the point of being considered 

atonal music. It is possible to say that even during the atonal phase, the composer was already 

                                                 
29 Guilherme Augusto Ávila, O processo motor na Appassionata de Ronaldo Miranda, 15; trans. “Mesmo 

trabalhando com materiais ditos “modernos”, o compositor não abriu mão de uma referência mais tradicional em sua 

música.” 
30 Ronaldo Miranda, O Aproveitamento das Formas Tradicionais em Linguagem Musical Contemporânea na 

Composição de um Concerto para Piano e Orquestra. 
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composing neotonal works for voices. Márlou Peruzzolo Vieira says that the composer himself 

affirmed that “it is difficult to compose for voice in a very atonal way.”31 This does not mean that 

the choral pieces of this period were not full of new sonorities and experimentations. They only 

never came to assume a fully atonal harmonic and melodic language as Miranda’s instrumental 

works of the same period did. 

Two choral compositions can exemplify some of the compositional devices used by the 

composer in this period: Belo Belo and Suite Nordestina. Belo Belo was the first composition by 

Miranda to be widely acknowledged among choral groups in Brazil (see Figure 4.3).  

 
Figure 4.3. Belo Belo, mm. 16-19. 

Belo Belo was composed in 1978. The piece was recorded in 1979 in the album “Música 

Nova do Brasil” with the choir Madrigal Renascentista, conducted by Afrânio Lacerda. The 

composition is thrilling, with a number of rhythmic ostinatos, syncopations, and an engaging 

                                                 
31 Márlou Peruzzolo Vieira, Appassionata para violão solo de Ronaldo Miranda, 19; trans. “É difícil compor muito 

atonalmente para voz.” 
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melody in the soprano line (see Figure 4.3). The composition has several changes of texture and 

mood and it can be counted as one of the most powerful choral compositions of the second half of 

the twentieth century in Brazil. 

The success of Miranda as a choral composer would grow quickly in the following years. 

In 1983, the National Foundation for the Arts (FUNARTE) awarded him in a composition contest 

for a piece that would become a landmark on Brazilian’s choral repertoire: the Suite Nordestina. 

The composition is comprised of four short movements based on almost unknown folkloric 

melodies of Northeastern Brazil. Although the piece is not as difficult as Belo Belo, it is an example 

of Miranda’s mastery of counterpoint and voice leading, as exemplified in Figure 4.4. 

 
Figure 4.4. Suite Nordestina, Movement 1 Morena Bonita, mm. 1-4. 

In this piece, the composer also included some extended vocal techniques that were new 

trends for choral music in Brazil at that time. Extended vocal techniques are uses of the voice in a 

musical composition in ways other than the traditional singing. In the case of Suite Nordestina, 

Miranda used whistles, onomatopoeic passages, glissandi, and shouts. Figure 4.5 shows the 

indication for some of these non-traditional vocal sounds in Miranda’s score. At m. 14, he uses a 
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triangular notehead to denote a shout on the syllable “uai”, a notehead in the form of an “x” to 

indicate the onset of a whistle, and a symbol of descending glissando to show that the whistle is 

supposed to descend in pitch. Miranda insists on clarifying his notation and all these techniques 

are always clearly explained on the score. In the case of Suite Nordestina, the use of these elements 

reinforce the folkloric origin of the material used by the composer. The onomatopoeias remind us 

of the sounds of popular festivities and dances. The use of these extended vocal techniques also 

provide opportunities for a more varied performance on the stage. Since the choir brings to the 

concert different sounds and gestures, the audience can enjoy elements in the performance other 

than music. 

 
Figure 4.5. Suíte Nordestina; Movement 4 Eu Vou, Eu Vou, mm.12-14. 
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The following graphic shows data on Miranda’s choral compositions from the second 

phase: 

Table 4.2: List of Choral Compositions from the Second Period 

Belo Belo, 1978 – SATB, a cappella – Text in Portuguese: Manuel Bandeira– Publisher: 

FUNARTE 

Noite, 1978 – SATB, a cappella – Text in Portuguese: Cecília Meireles– Publisher: Manuscript,  

Terras de Manirema, 1981 – narrator, SATB, string orchestra, 2 flutes, piano, and percussion – 

Text in Portuguese: Orlando Codá – Publisher: Manuscript 

Borba Gato, 1981 – SSA, a cappella – Text in Portuguese: Luis Carlos Saroldi – Publisher: 

FUNARTE 

Canto de Natal, 1982 – SSA, a cappella – Text in Portuguese: Manuel Bandeira – Publisher: 

FUNARTE 

Suite Nordestina, 1982 – SATB, a cappella – Text in Portuguese: Traditional – Publisher: 

FUNARTE, 4 movements: 

I. Morena Bonita 

II. Dendê Trapiá 

III. Bumba Chora 

IV. Eu Vou, Eu Vou 

The second period of Miranda’s compositional career was the beginning of his 

establishment as a major choral composer in Brazil. His choral pieces were received as new and 

fresh contributions to the repertoire with the use of unusual elements for the time such as the 

extended vocal techniques. It is true that other composers had already achieved prominence with 

atonal compositions and with the use of new vocal sonorities for choirs in Brazil. Maybe the most 

important example is the Motet in D Minor Beba Coca Cola by Gilberto Mendes (1922-2016), 

written in 1967. What Miranda brought as new and noteworthy in his choral writing was the 

capacity of using new sounds, harmonies, and textures in combination with lyric melodies. He 

would create pieces that could be performed both by professional and amateur choruses with the 

same level of interest and success.  
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4.3 Third Period (1984-1996) 

In 1984, Ronaldo Miranda turned to a phase of what he calls neotonalism. It is not easy to 

define neotonalism as a single style. The word can refer to several different types of use of the 

tonal system in the twentieth century. Ronaldo Miranda acknowledges this lack of precision in the 

use of this term stating,  

Neotonalism means a new tonalism, a new system of consonances, a new Romanticism. 

The names for it are varied, both in English and in Portuguese. Americans talk about New 

Consonance, New Tonal Music, and New Romanticism. This varies a little bit, depending 

on what one is referring. If one is referring to Philip Glass and Steve Reich, it will have 

one connotation, if one is referring to the Neo-Romantic phase of Krzysztof Penderecki, it 

will have another, if it is Arvo Pärt, another one, and if it is about my music, the connotation 

will be another one. There are people who prefer to call it post-modern or others who think 

this is not a good classification, but there are other considerations here, both philosophic 

and literary. However, I consider it as a new posture in relation to consonance. One is not 

worried anymore on getting out of a particular key. There are tonal poles and axes. The 

harmonies also are not anymore the ones they were in Romanticism. At least not the old I-

V-I.32 

Therefore, the composer himself acknowledges that the term neotonal is not the most 

accurate terminology to define a given musical style in the midst of the many tendencies of the use 

of the tonal system in the 20th-century. In spite of that, I will keep the use of the term respecting 

the fact that Miranda uses it to refer to this phase of his compositional output. Musicologist 

Consuelo Caporali Soares summarizes the harmonic language of Miranda’s neotonal period as  

A free tonal harmonic language that preserves the existence of a tonal center, which is 

clearly heard in some sections of a musical piece, but is otherwise imperceptible in others 

due to the intense use of dissonances and of harmonic progressions that go beyond the rules 

                                                 
32 Miranda apud São Thiago, Construção de uma interpretação do Concertino, 23; trans. “Neotonalismo significa 

um novo tonalism, um novo consonantismo, novo romantismo. Os nomes são vários, em inglês e português. Os 

americanos falam em New Consonance, New Tonal Music, New Romanticism. Isso varia um pouco, depende a que 

você está se referindo. Se está se referindo à música do Philip Glass e Steve Reich vai ter uma conotação, se estiver 

se referindo à fase neorromântica do Krzysztof Penderecki vai ter outra, se for ao Arvo Pärt outra, se é à minha 

música vai ter outra. Há quem prefira chamar de pós-moderno ou quem ache que essa não é uma boa classificação, 

mas, aí já entram outras implicações filosóficas, literárias, mas, eu considero como uma nova postura em relação à 

consonância. Não se está mais preocupado em ficar fora da tonalidade. Há polos e eixos tonais. As harmonias 

também não são mais aquelas como eram no romantismo. Não aquele I-V-I.” 
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of tonal functional harmony. This neotonalism includes also the use of modal progressions, 

without excluding, however, tonal harmonies and progressions. In fact, both languages can 

coexist in one same composition.33 

As an example of the devices used by Miranda in his third period, I will show excerpts 

from his motet Regina Coeli. Alongside with Ave Maria, Regina Coeli is part of a pair of very 

complex Marian sacred motets composed in 1994 for the Swedish group Vokalensemble and its 

conductor Erik Westberg. In this composition, Ronaldo Miranda uses a great number of 

dissonances, extended harmonies, sudden modulations, and unconventional harmonic relations, 

markedly with sequences of major chords as exemplified in the setting of the word resurrexit in 

Figure 4.6.  

The piece is centered in the key 

of E major, but the sequence of chords 

used in this measure is not traditionally 

related to this key. The harmonic chain 

of major chords is B – Ab – F – D. In 

Chapter 6, we will discuss the possibility 

of understanding such harmonic 

successions through the concept of 

triadic transformations in the Neo-

Riemannian theory. 

 

          Figure 4.6. Regina Coeli, m. 25. 

                                                 
33 Consuelo Caporali Soares. A Obra para Piano Solo de Ronaldo Miranda, 8; trans. “Uma linguagem harmônica 

atonal livre que preserva a existência de um centro tonal que é claramente audível em algumas seções de uma peça 

musical, mas que é imperceptível em outras devido ao uso intenso de dissonâncias e de progressões harmônicas que 

ultrapassam as regras da harmonia funcional tonal. Esse Neotonalism inclui também o uso de progressões modais, 

sem excluir, no entanto, harmonias e progressões tonais. De fato, ambas as linguagens podem coexistir em uma 

mesma composição.” 
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Figure 4.7 shows a use of medieval musical features in a new perspective, which is 

particularly interesting in this composition. One example is the juxtaposition of two sequences of 

parallel fifths in the female voices set a third apart, resulting in a sequence of seventh chords. In 

the same passage, one can also see a differential in this piece, which is the rearticulation of the 

final vowel of the word alleluia that results in a clearly audible laugh in the midst of the texture. 

This laugh invites us to rejoice with Mary, the Queen of Heaven, as the text of the motet says. 

 
Figure 4.7. Regina Coeli, mm. 8-9. 

Another important composition from this phase - Liberdade - will be largely discussed at 

Chapter 6. The following graphic shows Miranda’s choral compositions from the third phase: 

Table 4.3: List of Choral Compositions from the Third Period 

Aleluia, 1985 – SATB, a cappella – Text in Hebrew: Liturgical – Publisher: Ponteio 

Liberdade, 1986 – SATB, a cappella – Text in Portuguese: Fernando Pessoa – Publisher: Jornal 

do Brasil 

Coração Concreto, 1987 – s, 2bar, SSA, wind quintet, string orchestra, and percussion – Text in 

Portuguese: Cora Rónai – Publisher: Manuscript 

Ave Maria, 1994 – SATB, a cappella – Text in Latin: Liturgical – Publisher: Manuscript 

Regina Coeli, 1994 – SATB, a cappella – Text in Latin: Liturgical – Publisher: Manuscript 
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In general, the choral compositions of this third period are more complex and challenging 

than the previous ones. Miranda is still very fond of traditional forms in this period, namely with 

the widespread use of regular phrasal structures. In spite of that, some compositions feature a more 

extended formal design, including the juxtaposition of forms. It is common, for example, to find 

ternary form compositions in which the internal sections of the pieces are themselves divided in 

ternary sub-sections. During this period, Miranda reaches an advanced skill to work with extended 

harmonies including the use of triadic transformations and of non-conventional harmonic 

successions. As I will discuss in chapter 6, the use of triadic transformations becomes a major 

resource in the moments where he wants to extrapolate the realms of tonality without losing the 

sense of pitch centricity. In general, all pieces have a strong sense of unity through the conscious 

and systematic employment of motivic elements that can be of melodic, rhythmic, harmonic, or 

textural nature. In some instances, there are a large number of harmonic unexpected changes that 

seem to destroy the central tonal reference, but the compositions will always end in the same tonal 

center of their beginning, and the identification of a central key will be always possible in this 

repertoire. 

4.4 Fourth Period (after 1997) 

Finally, at the end of the 1990s, Miranda’s language becomes eclectic. He does not relate 

to one particular style or technique anymore, but he uses different languages in a single 

composition. The composition that marked the beginning of this phase was a trio named 

Alternâncias (Alternances), for piano, violin, and cello. It was composed in 1997, and blended the 

characteristics of the previous phases, atonal and neotonal. As the name of the piece indicates, it 

alternates different styles and textures including pointillism, serialism, neo-Romanticism, and 

minimalism. In this late period, the composer found a personal way of composing in which he 
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achieved a sense of freedom that comes from his craftsmanship in mastering different styles. He 

states, “I am freer to compose. It happens that more traditional pieces exist side-by-side with others 

that are more contemporary, and I compose them at the same time…34 

In this late phase of his output, Miranda has been utilizing more and more post-modern 

elements in his works. His post-modernism is characterized by a non-vanguard posture. For 

researcher Harlei Aparecida Elbert Raymundo,  

Ronaldo Miranda is not worried about being vanguardist; his musical work shows the use 

of diverse composition processes. In it, there is no commitment with braking barriers from 

tradition, although he utilizes contemporary materials in all his compositions.35  

Therefore, the aspects of musical post-modernity in Miranda’s writing are related to the 

use of quotations or references to other periods of musical history and to his polystylism. There is 

a lack of boundaries between sonorities and procedures of the past and of the present. This leads 

to a pluralism that presents multiple meanings and multiple temporalities that are juxtaposed in his 

compositions. In addition, there is a sense of weakened barriers between 'high' and 'low' styles, 

which results in a music that questions the mutual exclusivity of elitist and populist values. Another 

element of the post-modern thinking that can be associated with his music of this period is the 

inclusion of fragmentations and discontinuities.  

The composition A Celebration of Joy provides good examples of the presence of these 

post-modern elements in Miranda’s music. The piece was commissioned in 2012 to celebrate the 

30th anniversary of the Coral Cultura Inglesa de São Paulo. This chorus is related to the British 

                                                 
34 Miranda, 2008, apud São Thiago, Construção de uma interpretação do Concertino, 23; trans. “Estou mais livre 

pra compor, acontece de conviver peças mais contemporâneas e peças mais tradicionais, e componho no mesmo 

período.” 
35 Harlei Aparecida Elbert Raymundo, Uma Postura Interpretativa da Obra Estrela Brilhante de Ronaldo Miranda, 

93; trans. “Ronaldo Miranda não está preocupado em ser vanguardista; seu trabalho musical apresenta o uso de 

diversos processos composicionais. Não há compromisso com a quebra de barreiras da tradição, embora ele utilize 

materiais contemporâneos em todas as suas composições.” 
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Council in Brazil, and Miranda decided to pay homage to English choral music with his 

composition, quoting compositions by G. F. Handel and Henry Purcell. However, these quotations 

are not literal: Miranda uses ideas from those composers to create new music. Figure 4.8 shows a 

quotation from Purcell’s Come, Ye Sons of Art. In Purcell’s composition, the theme is presented 

by a countertenor and the chorus then repeats it. Miranda sets it absolutely in the same way: the 

chorus repeats the tenor solo. Differently from the ternary dance-like meter used by Purcell, the 

meter in Miranda’s version is in four. Miranda and Purcell use short melismas in the same syllables. 

Finally, the greatest similarity between the two settings is the melodic treatment of the words “to 

celebrate”, which uses a descending leap followed by a fast ascending stepwise motion. 

 
Figure 4.8. A Celebration of Joy, mm. 17-20. 

Another relevant example of the use of quotations in this period of Miranda’s work is the 

composition Violeiro do Sertão (Revisitando Oscar Lorenzo Fernandez) (Guitar Player of the 
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Sertão (Revisiting Oscar Lorenzo Fernandez)), which is an a cappella choral composition written 

in 1997 to celebrate the centenary of Brazilian composer Oscar Lorenzo Fernandez (1897-1948). 

In the composition, Miranda quotes themes by six different compositions by Fernandez, which are 

“Cited, reused, diminished, augmented, and developed.”36 At Figure 4.9, I transcribe a section of 

the piece that quotes the first movement of Lorenzo Fernandez’s First Brazilian Suite for piano 

solo37, whose theme is comprised of three eighth notes proceeding with leaps. The first leap is an 

ascending seventh or sixth, and the second leap is a descending tritone that is followed by an 

ascending minor third. Miranda uses the exact same intervals in sequences of eighth notes to 

highlight the sad text “não quero mais, não quero esta vida.” (I do not want it anymore, I don’t 

want this life!) 

 
Figure 4.9. Violeiro do Sertão (Revisitando Oscar Lorenzo Fernandez), mm. 137-140. 

                                                 
36 Ronaldo Miranda, “Notes” in Violeiro do Sertão (Revisitando Oscar Lorenzo Fernandez), 19; trans. “Citado, 

reutilizado, diminuído, aumentado e desenvolvido.” 
37 The score for Lorenzo Fernandez First Brazilian Suite for piano solo is available at 

http://conquest.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/b/b9/IMSLP63861-PMLP130166-fernandez-suite-1.pdf.  
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A major work of eclecticism in this later period is Miranda’s Missa Brevis. This work was 

written for mezzo-soprano, chorus and orchestra. It intersperses movements for chorus and for the 

soloist. The choral parts are sung in Latin and are inspired in the work of the composer José 

Maurício Nunes Garcia (1767-1830). The solo parts are in Portuguese and they resemble folk 

songs from Portugal.  

The following graphic shows data of Miranda’s choral compositions from the fourth phase: 

Table 4.4: List of Choral Compositions from the Fourth Period 

Três Cânticos Breves, 1997 – SATB, a cappella – Text in Portuguese: Fernando Pessoa – 

publisher: FUNARTE, 3 movements: 

1. Canção 

2. Pobre Velha Música 

3. Autopsicografia 

Violeiro do Sertão, 1997 – SATB, a cappella – Text in Portuguese: Castro Alves – Publisher: 

Manuscript 

Mistério do Vento, 2005 – SATB, a cappella – Text in Portuguese: Fernando Pessoa – Publisher: 

Manuscript 

Santa Clara, Clareai, 2007 – SATB, a cappella – Text in Portuguese: Manuel Bandeira – 

Publisher: Manuscript 

Missa Brevis, 2007 – mezzo soprano solo, SATB, orchestra (piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 

clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, trombone, tuba, timpani, vibraphone, glockenspiel, 

strings) – Text in Portuguese and Latin: liturgic and traditional from Portugal – Publisher: 

Academia Brasileira de Música, 6 movements: 

1. Entrada 

2. Kyrie 

3. Interferência I 

4. Gloria 

5. Interferência II 

6. Sanctus 

7. Interferência III 

8. Agnus Dei 

A Celebration of Joy, 2012 – t, SATB, wind quintet – Text in English: traditional – Publisher: 

Manuscript 

Frutares, 2013 – SATB, string orchestra – Text in Portuguese: Hamilton Faria – Publisher: 

Manuscript 
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Two of the pieces from this period – Três Cânticos Breves and Mistério do Vento - will be 

discussed thoroughly at Chapter 6. This fourth period includes a large range in the level of 

difficulty of the compositions. Some pieces are written for beginners (A Celebration of Joy, 

Mistério do Vento), while others pose high-level musical challenges to the singers (Frutares, Três 

Cânticos Breves, Violeiro do Sertão). At this time of maturity, Ronaldo Miranda became even more 

aware of the level of the choir to which he is writing. The level of difficulty of each piece is not so 

much defined by aesthetic choices or by the characteristics of the text, but primarily by the 

characteristics of the choir or the event that is commissioning the piece. 

In conclusion, Ronaldo Miranda is a composer with an interesting history of development. 

He is one of the leading exponents of a generation of Brazilian composers whose aesthetic choices 

could be made in a widely accommodating environment. It is true that he had to conform to some 

norms of contemporary composition in the beginning of his career, but he would soon be able to 

find his own voice as a composer. I presented in this chapter the four different stages of his musical 

development in order to establish a clear framework that helps the reader to understand the 

different styles of the compositions in his catalogue. It will be of primary importance to keep this 

big picture of his career in mind in chapter six, in which I will discuss his choral pieces on texts 

by Fernando Pessoa. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

ADAPTATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ALPHABET FOR BRAZILIAN SINGING 

PORTUGUESE FOR ENGLISH-SPEAKING CHORAL ENSEMBLES 

 

The majority of the choral compositions by Ronaldo Miranda are settings of poems in 

Portuguese, and this poses unique problems for the performance of this repertoire, especially for 

choruses whose members are non-native speakers of the language. Brazilian compositions have 

been written in Portuguese since the beginning of the colonial period in the 16th century. In spite 

of that, no efforts to standardize the pronunciation of the language were made until the 20th century. 

In 1938, as an outcome of the Primeiro Congresso da Língua Nacional Cantada (First Congress 

of the National Language as Sung), the Normas para a boa pronúncia da língua nacional no canto 

erudito (Norms for the Proper Pronunciation of the National Language for Classical Singing) was 

published in an enterprise led by Mário de Andrade.  

Researcher Sheila Minatti Hannuch states that Andrade decided to promote the congress in 

1937 because of the lack of a standardized pronunciation in the country. Andrade recognized the 

lack of a singing school on which studies on Brazilian Portuguese singing could be structured, 

unified, and largely spread. This caused many singers to absorb characteristics of emission and 

diction coming from other singing schools (namely the Italian one). Mário de Andrade repudiated 

this practice for decharacterizing the national language. He classified this as “foreignness”.38  

Another attempt to standardize Brazilian Portuguese pronunciation was made in 1956 at 

the Primeiro Congresso Brasileiro de Língua Falada no Teatro (First Brazilian Congress of 

Spoken Language for Theatre). However, researcher Marília Álvares points out in her dissertation 

                                                 
38 Sheila Minatti Hannuch. A Nasalidade no Português Brasileiro Cantado: Um Estudo Sobre a Articulação e 

Representação Fonética das Vogais Nasais no Canto em Diferentes Contextos Musicais, 26. 
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about Portuguese diction and pronunciation that “the concern about the standardized diction for 

Brazilian Portuguese has been, since that time, more a theoretical matter than a practical reality. 

Schools of singing ignored the Normas established in the 1937 and 1956 events.”39 As a result, the 

whole community of singers in Brazil was not able to achieve an agreement on this issue. For 

Brazilian professionals and students of these fields, difficulties in the pronunciation of the native 

language were solved based on personal experiences with the language or following advice of 

more experienced teachers and conductors. For more than 60 years, the problems appointed by 

Mário de Andrade were still common in Brazil. Both choirs and soloists would sing with their 

regional accents and a large amount of Italianized vowel sonorities could be heard as replacements 

to Brazilian nasal vowels. In opera productions, it became usual to see very different patterns of 

pronunciation happening on the stage simply due to the various origins of the singers.  

Outside of Brazil, the problem has been even worse. The lack of standardization also 

implied in a lack of scholarship in this subject. Choirs and singers who want to perform Brazilian 

music still have difficulty finding resources to guide their pronunciation. As a result, less Brazilian 

music in Portuguese is performed around the world. When international performances happen, 

they are many times unsuccessful on providing a convincing diction of the language. In many 

cases, they sound like Portuguese from Portugal, which is very different from Brazilian 

Portuguese. 

The amount of problems and the importance of such reality inspired a large effort to 

standardize Brazilian Portuguese diction. It was a long process that began in 2003 as a study group 

during the annual meeting of the Associação Nacional de Pesquisa e Pós-Graduação em Música 

(National Association of Research and Graduate Studies in Music). The title of the original study 

                                                 
39 Marília Álvares. Diction and Pronunciation of Brazilian Portuguese in Lyric Singing as Applied to Selected Songs 

of Francisco Mignone, 40. 
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group was “The Portuguese Language and the Classical Brazilian Vocal Repertoire” and it 

included Brazilian researchers and singers. The work of this group resulted in the realization of 

the 4° Encontro Brasileiro de Canto (Fourth Brazilian Singing Symposium), which took place in 

2005. It was comprised of professionals from the fields of singing, speech therapy, and linguistics, 

representing the majority of Brazilian states. From this session, an interdisciplinary group was 

created with the mission of formulating an official chart representing Brazilian phonemes with the 

use of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).  

The IPA is a system of notation of sounds that aims to encompass all the different sounds 

used for human communication throughout the whole planet. The Handbook of the International 

Phonetic Association states that,  

From its foundation in 1886 the Association has been concerned to develop a set of symbols 

which would be convenient to use, but comprehensive enough to cope with the wide variety 

of sounds found in the languages of the world; and to encourage the use of this notation as 

widely as possible among those concerned with language.40  

In spite of the efforts of the International Phonetic Association and of the clear benefits of 

using such an alphabet, some groups that could take advantage of the IPA have not yet made it a 

primary source to deal with diction. The Fourth Brazilian Singing Symposium understood the 

importance of working with IPA for the standardization of Brazilian Portuguese for singing. The 

work was successful in providing an all-encompassing list of phonemes that accommodates 

regional differences and different usages of the language. A marked characteristic of this chart (see 

Figure 5.1) is the fact that it centers the discussion on the orthography. Each orthographic letter of 

the Portuguese alphabet is explained, and then the minutiae related to the different uses of each 

letter are detailed. This source is of fundamental importance in the process of creating IPA 

                                                 
40 Handbook of the International Phonetic Association, 3. 
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transcriptions from texts in Portuguese and they provided a firm foundation for the transcriptions 

made as part of my research.  

 
Figure 5.1. Official International Phonetic Alphabet Chart for Brazilian Portuguese in singing, 

first page.41 

Another characteristic of the chart above-mentioned is that it utilizes the same IPA symbols 

usually assigned to French nasal vowels, in spite of the fact that the mechanics of nasalization in 

French and Portuguese are not the same. The representation of nasalized sounds in both languages 

is traditionally made with the use of the diacritics symbol [~] on the main vowel of the syllable, 

resulting in phonemes such as [ɑ̃] or [õ], for example. Indeed, the collection of sounds that pose 

                                                 
41 Martha Herr, Adriana Kayama, and Wladimir Mattos, "Brazilian Portuguese: Norms for Lyric Diction," 195-211. 
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major problems in Portuguese for singers are the nasal vowels. In A Dictionary for the Modern 

Singer, Matthew Hoch defines vowel as  

One of two principal categories of phonetic sounds (along with consonants). Vowels are 

pronounced with an uninterrupted vocal tract, resulting in the ability for all vowels to be 

sustained for indeterminate length of time; therefore, vowels are an essential element of 

legato and resonance in singing technique. Different vowels are formed as the shape of the 

vocal tract changes, mostly through the movement of the lips and tongue.42  

For Hoch, nasal vowels are an exclusive feature of only two idioms. He states, “Nasal 

vowels alter the sounds of pure vowels through a lowered (unengaged) soft palate. (…) The four 

nasal vowels are an idiomatic characteristic of French and Portuguese.”43 Nevertheless, the 

nasalization of the Portuguese is complex and unique, and the production of nasal sounds is 

different from the French ones. Each requires unique solutions for accurate pronunciation. In spite 

of these differences, the necessary adaptations for singing Portuguese and French are similar. 

Sheila Minatti Hannuch researches the specificities of Brazilian nasal sounds, and in her thesis, 

she quotes works by authors in the field of vocal technique that explain the necessity of using 

adaptations for singing in French that are very similar to the ones I defend in this document. 

Hannuch quotes pedagogues such as Richard Miller and singers such as Nicolai Gedda, and states, 

It is important to observe the clarity in the identification of the problem that is related to 

the execution of the nasal vowels in singing and the objectivity in the orientation for the 

performance of these sounds, which should be sung orally, differently of the spoken voice. 

The nasalization should be inserted only close to the conclusion of the sound.44  

If one follows this prescription, a natural result will be the production of a diphthong in 

which the main vowel will be oral, and the semi-vowel or the consonant that follows will be 

                                                 
42 Matthew Hoch. A Dictionary for the Modern Singer, 194. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Hannuch. A Nasalidade no Português Brasileiro Cantado, 35; trans. “Neste trecho é importante observar a clareza 

na identificação do problema que envolve a execução das vogais nasais no canto e a objetividade na orientação da 

execução destes sons, que devem ser executados de forma oralizada, diferentemente da fala, e inserida a nasalização 

somente perto da conclusão.” 
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nasalized. This is the approach to Brazilian nasal vowels used in my research and it is not exactly 

new. Many pedagogues of Brazilian Portuguese diction agree with the procedure of oralization of 

these vowels for singing, Researcher and voice teacher Veruschka Mainhard, for instance, agrees 

with this. She states, “It is necessary that, conscientiously, the singer makes an oralization of the 

nasal vowels so that the production of the nasality occurs only at the final part of the vowel. As a 

result, more freedom in the phonation and more vocal projection are reached.”45 Nevertheless, in 

spite of the fact that many researchers accept this modification in the emission of nasal vowels, 

the use of phonemes with a nasalization sign on the vowel is still current. At Mainhard’s thesis, a 

table is introduced with different possibilities of endings in nasalized syllables in Portuguese, but 

the main vowel is always represented with the diacritics [~]. 

In order to clarify the approach to the nasalized vowels in Portuguese presented in this 

research, one must understand the structure of the syllable. In the book Prosodic Phonology, 

Nespor and Vogel consider the syllable as the minimal prosodic component from which all other 

levels of the phonologic enunciate are derived. In spite of that, Nespor and Vogel state that, “saying 

that the syllable is the terminal category of the prosodic phonological system does not mean that 

the syllable is not further divisible or that it does not have internal structure.”46 The clarity of the 

syllabic structure of the words is usually maintained in IPA transcriptions, in which dots [.] are 

used to separate syllables, suprasegmental symbols [ˈ] indicate the stressed syllables, and slurs [‿] 

demonstrate the presence of elisions.  

However, the goal of this document is somewhat different from the goals of a thorough IPA 

transcription and, as a result, they also differ from the official chart for Brazilian IPA. Instead of 

                                                 
45 Veruschka Bluhm Mainhard. Canções de Oscar Lorenzo Fernandez, 41; trans. “É necessário que, 

conscientemente, o cantor realize a oralização das vogais nasais, de forma que a execução da nasalidade ocorra na 

porção final da vogal. Assim, uma maior liberdade de emissão e maior projeção são notadas.” 
46 Marina Nespor and Irene Vogel. Prosodic phonology, 12. 
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discussing the relationship between orthography and pronunciation, I decided to focus exclusively 

on the latter, so that a practical tool for conductors and singers who are not familiar with the 

language could be created. The choices that were made for the phonetic transcription in the present 

work intend to simplify the use of the transcriptions using the least possible amount of symbols. 

Because of this, I decided to adopt an extended notion of the syllable as the phonetic unity. This 

new sense of phonetic unity encompasses all phonemes present in one musical note, regardless of 

the origin of these grouped sounds coming from one or more syllables or words. For this reason, I 

opted not to use a slur, but to transcribe the elisions as one unique syllable regardless of the 

orthographic origin of the sounds. The traditional use of a dot to separate syllables in IPA 

transcriptions was maintained as well as the use of the suprasegmental symbol [ˈ] to indicate the 

stressed syllable in a polysyllabic word. 

The goal was to understand each syllable as being comprised of three parts: the onset, the 

nucleus, and the coda. Wladimir Mattos explains the characteristics of these subdivisions of the 

syllable applied to the Portuguese. In general, the rules for the structure of Portuguese are: 1. The 

syllable must have essentially one nucleus, followed or not by a coda and preceded or not by an 

onset. 2. The nucleus of a syllable is formed by the vowel, which is the element that produces the 

highest peak of relative sonority. 3. The vowels will always constitute the nucleus of the syllables, 

except in the cases of glides. In this case, the most sonorous vowel assumes the role of nucleus, 

while the least sonorous ones will constitute the onset or the coda. 4. The coda may be formed, 

therefore, by a voiced consonant (including the approximants or semivowels) or an [s]. 5. The 

onset can be constituted by one or more consonants. In the cases of the occurrence of two 

consonants, the second one, written to the right, must be voiced and not nasal.47  

                                                 
47 Wladimir Farto Contesini de Mattos. Cantar em Português: Um Estudo Sobre a Abordagem Articulatória como 

Recurso para a Prática do Canto, 126-7. 
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When considered purely from the aspect of pronunciation, the syllables in Portuguese can 

vary from one unique vowel (therefore one phoneme) up to one vowel in the nucleus, two 

consonants in the onset and two other consonants in the coda (a group of five phonemes). Because 

the orthography of Portuguese includes several syllables containing two or more vowels, the 

transcription opted to show more clearly the pronunciation pattern of the language and, therefore, 

use only one vowel at each syllable in order to define clearly the sound that is supposed to be 

phonated as the nucleus of the syllable. The other sounds of each syllable are all consonants, 

including the phonemes [j] and [w], which denote the occurrence of glides and/or diphthongs. This 

is the same choice made by Wladimir Farto Contesini de Mattos.48 In this aspect, the version used 

in this document is different from the diphthongs used by Madalena Cruz-Ferreira on her chapter 

about European Portuguese to the Handbook of the International Phonetic Association, where she 

recommends diphthongs and glides such as [ai] and [iu] for example49. I understand that this 

representation is not clear on showing to the reader the main vowel of the group and, therefore, 

which is the vowel that should be elongated in a singing situation. By this way, the use of [aj], [ju], 

and [iw] results clearer for the reader, even more for non-native speakers. 

In the phonetic transcriptions presented in the next chapter, the nasalization of all nuclear 

vowels was eliminated, and they were transformed into diphthongs with nasal codas. The 

pedagogical approach utilized when nasal vowels are required was to isolate the parts of the 

syllable, sustain a purely oral nucleus, and then apply nasal resonances only in the coda of the 

syllable, as a natural result of the reduction of the main vowel towards the final nasal consonant 

of the syllable. By purely oral nucleus I mean a vowel produced with the nasal port closed and, 

therefore, devoid of any nasal resonance. 

                                                 
48 Ibid., 127. 
49 Madalena Cruz-Ferreira. “Portuguese (European)”in Handbook of the International Phonetic Association, 127-8. 
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The nasalization approach described above was used during rehearsals and performance of 

Miranda’s repertoire with University Chorus of the University of Alabama, and the result was a 

very convincing pronunciation of Portuguese. The process was easily understood and mastered by 

the students with one exception, the nasal “ah” sound. The phoneme [ʌ] was used as the main 

vowel in nasalized ah-vowel, which is one of the options discussed by Hannuch. Although it helped 

to avoid a nasal phonation, it still did not solve the typical American accent in words like coração, 

which I transcribed as [ko.ɾɐˈsʌ:w̃ŋ]. In future investigations, it will be interesting to test the results 

from the application of other alternatives such as the use of the phoneme [ɐ]. 

Although there are a number of important intrinsic characteristics in the use of consonants 

and of non-nasalized vowels in Portuguese, it seems that those sounds do not pose major issues 

for singers trained in diction. Those sounds can be achieved with the use of the same emission that 

is used for Italian singing diction. For English-speaking singers, a special attention must be paid 

to the non-aspiration of [t] and [d], which are never supposed to be plosive in Brazilian Portuguese, 

as well as in Italian. Another consonant that poses special problems is the palatal nasal [ɲ], which 

can be roughly compared to the middle consonant of the word “cognac”. Finally, the voiced palatal 

lateral approximant [ʎ] showed itself to be a difficult sound for English-speaking singers, although 

it might be a familiar sound in Italian, which is a language largely used by voice teachers and 

students. It sounds like the first consonant of Italian “gli” and it is roughly similar to the central 

consonant of the English word “million”. The difference is that the Italian “gli” requires a singular 

movement of the tongue, while the ll in “million” would be more accurately transcribed as the 

double tongue movement [lj] rather than [ʎ]. 

In my pedagogical approach, in order to achieve a better retention of the correct phonemes 

in Portuguese, I used English words or, at least, words known by the singers that have similar 
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sounds to those being taught. Occasionally, Italian examples are included. These units of language 

were called “anchor words,” and they are listed at table 5.1. The chart includes a list of the 

phonemes used in Brazilian Portuguese, their technical names, and the anchor words.  

Table 5.1: Phonemes of the Brazilian Portuguese and Anchor Words 

Consonants 

[p] voiceless bilabial stop – as in “please” 

[b] voiced bilabial stop – as in “book” 

[t] voiceless alveolar stop – as in “ten” (but it must be unaspirated), also as in Italian “tuo” 

[d] voiced alveolar stop – as in “dish” (but it must be unaspirated), also as in Italian “dio” 

[k] voiceless velar stop – as in “king” 

[g] voiced velar stop – as in “good” 

[t∫] voiceless postalveolar affricate – as the ch in “cheers” 

[dʒ] voiced postalveolar affricate – as the g in “gentle” 

[f] voiceless labio-dental fricative – as in “five” 

[v] voiced labio-dental fricative – as in “vanilla” 

[x] voiceless velar fricative – as the ch in German “dach” 

[s] voiceless coronal sibilant – as in “sir” 

[z] voiced coronal sibilant – as in “zero” 

[∫] voiceless palato-alveolar sibilant – as the sh in “she” 

[ʒ] voiced palato-alveolar sibilant – as the s in “vision” 

[m] voiced bilabial nasal – as in “may” 

[n] voiced alveolar nasal – as in “no” 

[ŋ] voiced velar nasal – as the ng in “sing” 

[ɲ] voiced palatal nasal – as the gn in “cognac”, and also as in the ñ in Spanish “señor  

[ɾ] alveolar tap – as the tt of American “latter”, also as the middle consonants of the British 

expression “very merry” 

[j] palatal approximant – as the y in “yes” or the ending of “cry” 

[j]̃ nasalized palatal approximant – used as the end of nasalized diphthongs  

[w] labialized velar approximant – as the w in “west” or the ending of “go” 

[w̃] nasalized velar approximant – used as the end of nasalized diphthongs 

[l] voiced alveolar lateral approximant – as in “look” 

[ʎ] voiced palatal lateral approximant – as the gl in Italian “gli”, similar to the ll in “million” 

[r] voiced alveolar trill – as the r in Scottish “curd” 

Vowels 

[a] open front unrounded vowel – as in the first syllable of Italian “caro” 

[ɐ] near-open central vowel – it is a reduced [a] used in unstressed syllables. It is similar to a 

schwa, but closer to the vowel in the  Californian “nut”, or to the final sound in the German 

“der” 

[ʌ] open-mid back unrounded vowel – as in “cut” 

[e] close-mid front unrounded vowel – as in “gate”, also as in Italian “che” 

[ɛ] open-mid front unrounded vowel – as in “bed” 
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[i] close front unrounded vowel – as in “bee” 

[o] close-mid back rounded vowel – as in first syllable of Italian “così” 

[ɔ] open-mid back rounded vowel – as in “awe” 

[u] close back rounded vowel – as in “moon” 

Glides 

[wa] labiovelar glide and open front unrounded vowel – as in “Waikiki” 

[wɛ] labiovelar glide and open-mid front unrounded vowel – as in “west” 

[we] labiovelar glide and close-mid front unrounded vowel – as in first syllable of Italian 

“questo” 

[wi] labiovelar glide and close front unrounded vowel – as in “weed” 

[wɔ] labiovelar glide and open-mid back rounded vowel – as in “wall” 

[wo] labiovelar glide and close-mid back rounded vowel – as in first syllable of Italian 

“quotidiano” 

[wu] labiovelar glide and close back rounded vowel – as in “womb” 

[wʌ] labiovelar glide and open-mid back unrounded vowel – as in “wonder” 

[ja] palatal glide and open front unrounded vowel – as in “yikes”, also as in first syllable of 

Italian “chiaro” 

[jɛ] palatal glide and open-mid front unrounded vowel – as in “yes” 

[je] palatal glide and close-mid front unrounded vowel – as in “Yale”, also as in first syllable 

of Italian “chierico” 

[jɔ] palatal glide and open-mid back rounded vowel – as in “yore” 

[jo] palatal glide and close-mid back rounded vowel – as in first syllable of Italian “chiosare” 

[ju] palatal glide and close back rounded vowel – as in “you” 

[jʌ] palatal glide and open-mid back unrounded vowel – as in “young” 

Diphtongs 

[a:w] open front unrounded vowel and labiovelar glide – similar to first syllable of Italian “auto” 

[ɛ:w] open-mid front unrounded vowel and labiovelar glide – similar to first syllable of Italian 

“euro” 

[e:w] close-mid front unrounded vowel and labiovelar glide – similar to first syllable of Italian 

“eucaristia” 

[i:w] close front unrounded vowel and labiovelar glide – similar to first syllable of Italian 

“diuretico” 

[ɔ:w] open-mid back rounded vowel and labiovelar glide – no English or Italian equivalent 

[o:w] close-mid back rounded vowel and labiovelar glide – similar to “go” 

[a:j] open front unrounded vowel and palatal glide – similar to “sky” 

[ɛ:j] open-mid front unrounded vowel and palatal glide – similar to Italian “lei” 

[e:j] close-mid front unrounded vowel and palatal glide – similar to “gay” 

[ɔ:j] open-mid back rounded vowel and palatal glide – similar to  “boy” 

[o:j] close-mid back rounded vowel and palatal glide – similar to Italian “voi” 

[u:j] close back rounded vowel and palatal glide – similar to Italian “lui” 

Nasal Diphtongs 

[e:jŋ̃, i:jŋ̃, o:jŋ̃, u:jŋ̃, ʌ:jŋ̃] – no English or Italian equivalent 

[oːw̃ŋ, ʌːw̃ŋ, uːw̃ŋ] – no English or Italian equivalent 
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I recommend the use of this chart as a resource to exercises of preparation for a choral 

group to work with Brazilian Portuguese. The anchor words listed can be used in vocalizes and 

exercises with the choir during the process of rehearsal and for the teaching of the IPA symbols. It 

is also important to explain to the choir the structure of the syllable and the importance of the 

clarity and uniformity of the main vowel. For an outstanding choral performance, the onset and 

the coda of each syllable must be synchronized with rhythmic precision. This practical approach 

was used during rehearsals of Miranda’s repertoire with University Chorus of the University of 

Alabama.50 In order to reduce the scope of information for the singers, worksheets (see Figure 5.2) 

were provided in which the original texts of the scores were completely replaced for IPA 

transcriptions.  

 
Figure 5.2. Worksheet on Liberdade, mm. 1-4. 

                                                 
50 University Chorus is a non-auditioned choir in the School of Music of the University of Alabama. Among the 43 

members of the choir in the fall of 2015, only one singer was a Portuguese-speaker. The other components were 

born in the United States (41 people) and Belarus (1 person). The author conducted this group in a recital completely 

dedicated to the work of Ronaldo Miranda in November 19, 2015. 
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Additionally, a strong word of advice must be dedicated to the observance of the 

suprasegmental symbol [ˈ] that indicates the stressed syllables. This symbol is the key to provide 

understanding on the word inflection of the Portuguese and it will help on establishing the correct 

flow of the language, which will make the performance much more reliable and successful on 

emulating the speaking pattern of a native speaker. 

Since the only goal of the worksheet was to replace the text, I was careful on maintaining 

all of the remaining musical information present on the score such as dynamics, tempo markings, 

expressive texts, etc. Therefore, the choir would have only one new information at the moment of 

changing from the worksheet to the actual score. At this crucial moment, two options are possible: 

the conductor may provide an edited score in which he includes an extra text line with the IPA or 

he/she can assign the singers the task of handwriting the IPA on the original score in case the choir 

is working with a published or a manuscript version of it. In my work with University Chorus, I 

decided for the first option. It is always important to anticipate that the change from IPA to the 

original orthography of the Portuguese will result in a number of problems, particularly in the non-

stressed syllables, where the orthographic written vowel rarely matches its actual sound. In 

conclusion, this practical application of the method, the discussion about diction introduced in this 

chapter, and the resources appointed will serve as basis for the phonetic transcriptions presented 

in the next chapter and for the performance of the scores edited at appendix I.  
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CHAPTER 6 

RONALDO MIRANDA’S CHORAL COMPOSITIONS ON TEXTS BY FERNANDO PESSOA 

 

Ronaldo Miranda does not choose his poems by chance. When analyzing the poems and 

poets that he has set as choral music, one can easily identify some of the most important names in 

the body of Portuguese literature from both Portugal and Brazil. In 2013, Correio Braziliense, a 

respected Brazilian newspaper, took a poll of 50 scholars in Brazilian literature to list the best 

literary works and authors in the country’s history. Authors used by Miranda ranked 7th [Castro 

Alves (1847-1891)], 10th [Cecília Meireles (1901-1964)], and 19th [Manuel Bandeira (1886-1968)] 

in the poll. When one considers only authors known primarily for their poetic works, these names 

are amidst the five best ranked writers.51 Unfortunately, Miranda’s search for the 

acknowledgement of contemporary Brazilian poetry has been complicated by copyright and 

publishing regulations. For example, Belo Belo, a work scored for a cappella SATB chorus, sets 

the poetry of Manuel Bandeira, and the Bandeira family have continually refused the publication 

and recordings for the work. 

Another relevant author in Miranda’s choral output is Portuguese poet Fernando Pessoa 

(1888-1935). Pessoa can be considered one of the most important writers in Portuguese language 

from all time. Additionally, Pessoa also wrote in English and French. In his book The Western 

Canon, Harold Bloom included Pessoa’s name as one of the most important poets in Western 

literature and called him the Portuguese Whitman.52 Mariana Gray de Castro affirms,  

                                                 
51 Enquete com especialistas elegeu os melhores livros e autores do país. Correio Braziliense. Available at  

http://www.correiobraziliense.com.br/app/noticia/diversao-e-arte/2013/04/14/interna_diversao_arte,360305/enquete-

com-especialistas-elegeu-os-melhores-livros-e-autores-do-pais.shtml. 
52 Harold Bloom. The Western Canon, 451. 
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Bloom’s championing of Pessoa’s work and a recent proliferation of English anthologies 

has lifted him from relative obscurity in Anglophone countries to the mainstream of 

twentieth-century literature, placing him on a par with illustrious contemporary modernists 

like Ezra Pound, W. B. Yeats, T. S. Eliot and James Joyce.53 

Besides his mastery of Portuguese language and the richness of his ideas and images, 

Pessoa’s use of heteronyms distinguishes him in the world of literature. Pessoa used approximately 

seventy-five different names to sign his poems, but these names were much more than simple 

pseudonyms. Each heteronym has a singular personality, and some of them are even obnoxious or 

extreme in their worldview. Three of these heteronyms, Alberto Caeiro, Álvaro de Campos, and 

Ricardo Reis, became the most important ones, due to the large amount of poems signed with those 

names and to the fact that Pessoa even developed full personalities related to these names. Bloom 

explains, “Pessoa provided all three poets with biographies and physiognomies and allowed all of 

them to become independent in regard to him.”54 

Pessoa’s consistency in creating characters in his literary life brought the tension between 

reality and fiction to a deeper level in the poetry of the 20th century. For Peter Rickard,  

The fact is that, if we were to pay no attention at all to the heteronymic ‘labels’, and were 

to read the poems in strict chronological sequence, we would be struck by the amazing 

diversity, the apparent lack of harmony, and the glaring contradiction in poems dated 

within a few days of each other. It was perhaps precisely by means of the heteronyms that 

Pessoa was enabled to sublimate the contradictions he felt in his own mind, and to turn 

them to a meaningful poetic account.55 

In spite of the relevancy of Pessoa’s heteronyms, the five Pessoa poems that Ronaldo 

Miranda set for chorus were all signed with the poet’s real name. The technical term to designate 

when a writer uses his own name is orthonym. Pessoa’s orthonymic poetry is large and is mostly 

                                                 
53 Mariana Gray Castro, “Fernando Pessoa and the Modernist Generation” in Stephen Parkinson, A Companion to 

Portuguese Literature, 144. 
54 Bloom, The Western Canon, 452. 
55 Fernando Pessoa. Selected Poems, 38-9. 
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comprised of short works. Darlene J. Sadlier56 recognizes two main tendencies in the European 

modernism in poetry. The first one has a more classical feature and calls for impersonality and 

formal perfection (T. E. Hulme, T. S. Eliot). The second feature is more related to romanticism and 

involves emotionalism and confessionalism (Walt Whitman, Hart Crane). For Sadlier, the 

orthonymic output by Pessoa is much closer to the first trend. She states that,  

One way in which Pessoa keeps excessively personal or emotional material at bay is 

through the use of highly traditional verse forms, especially the Portuguese quadra. (…) 

In the early 1960s, George Lind discovered that Pessoa had spent the last two years of his 

life writing hundreds of these ‘popular’ verses. (…) Such poems are consistent with the 

essentially nationalistic character of the work he attributed to ‘himself,’ and they imply a 

particular attitude toward history. Again and again, the author named Pessoa points back 

nostalgically to a predemocratic culture, linking the Portuguese national identity with an 

imaginary yet compellingly pristine view of the countryside.57 

All poems discussed in this document are part of this orthonymic collection. Although the 

full catalogue of these orthonymic poems include a number of different styles and themes, the 

poems used by Miranda belong to a category labeled by Sadlier as lyric and short poems. This 

group of poems share a common general theme that is strongly related to Pessoa’s personal feelings 

and experiences. It encompasses questionings about the role of the poet in his society and about 

the relationship between poetry and reality. Peter Rickard recognized this thematic coherence. He 

says,  

The recurring theme, the basic preoccupation of the poetry which Pessoa signed with his 

own name, is that the world is a terrifying and incongruous place, and that the poet himself 

is contradictory and absurd. If only we had some means of apprehension other than our 

sense, we would realize at once the phenomena of the world around us are a mere smoke-

screen. We are trapped between the false appearance which is accessible and the reality 

which is not. We cannot know what lies beyond the appearance. Dreams may provide us 

with occasional fleeting glimpse of the Beyond, but we can never recapture this in a waking 

state. If only we could be conscious and unconscious at the same time!58  

                                                 
56 Darlene J. Sadlier. An Introduction to Fernando Pessoa: Modernism and the paradoxes of authorship, 58. 
57 Pessoa. Selected Poems, 38-9. 
58 Ibid., 38-40. 
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It is curious that the composer has used poems of such theme even in compositions that 

were created in very different moments of his life. I believe the composer’s interest on these poems 

is exactly related to the mood created by the dreamy and ethereal thematic of the poet in these lines 

as pointed out by Rickard. In these texts, he is always evoking things, situations, places, and times 

that are not reachable to the poetic subject. It becomes even more striking because Pessoa expresses 

a specific love for music that is related to his memories of childhood. The idea of yearning for 

unreachable sensations has been related to the art of music since the beginning of the 19th-century 

and it seems to find an interesting expression through the words by Fernando Pessoa combined 

with the musical ideas by Ronaldo Miranda.  

 

6.1 Liberdade 

Date of composition: 1986 

 

Publisher: Jornal do Brasil 

 

Voicing: SATB  

 

Ranges: Soprano: B2-E4 / Alto: G2-B3 / Tenor: B1-E3 / Bass: G1-B2  

 

Duration: c. 5’ 

 

Number of measures: 112 

 

Outline:  

 The main tonality is E Minor 

 The sections are: 

o Leve e bem articulado (light and well articulated) ♩= 69 – mm. 1-29 

o Com entusiasmo (with enthusiasm) ♪.= 112 – mm. 30-35 

o Lírico (lyric) ♪= 60 – mm. 36-44 

o Com entusiasmo (with enthusiasm) ♪.= 112 – mm. 45-62 

o Com muita emoção (with a lot of emotion) ♪= 66 – mm. 63-75 

o Contemplativo (contemplative) ♪= 52 – mm. 76-83 

o Leve e bem articulado (light and well articulated) ♩= 69 – mm. 85-112 

 

Recordings / Videos Online: 
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 CD Belo Belo, with Coral Unisinos, conducted by João Paulo Sefrin, 1998 

o Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgBNb1D8F3o 

 University Chorus of the University of Alabama, conducted by Carlos Vieira, 2015: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9pk_xfZxlQ 

 Coro da Universidade de Lisboa, conducted by Luís Almeida, 2012: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qy5eMKJ37EQ 

 Madrigal Contemporâneo, conducted by Danielly Souza, 2011: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ay26DvH_C2w 

 Madrigal da UFBA, s/d: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDA5j4XJqns 

 Coral da UFJF, conducted by Fernando Vieira, 2010: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PecQqAzHdEs 

 Coral Harte Vocal, conducted by Solange Pinto Mendonça, 2015: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QM3UL-fczo 

 

Original Portuguese Text 

 

LIBERDADE 

 

Ai que prazer  

Não cumprir um dever,  

Ter um livro para ler  

E não o fazer!  

Ler é maçada,  

Estudar é nada.  

Sol doira  

Sem literatura  

O rio corre, bem ou mal,  

Sem edição original.  

E a brisa, essa,  

De tão naturalmente matinal,  

Como o tempo não tem pressa...  

 

Livros são papéis pintados com tinta.  

Estudar é uma coisa em que está indistinta  

A distinção entre nada e coisa nenhuma.  

 

Quanto é melhor, quanto há bruma,  

Esperar por D.Sebastião,  

Quer venha ou não!  

 

Grande é a poesia, a bondade e as danças...  

Mas o melhor do mundo são as crianças, 

 

Flores, música, o luar, e o sol, que peca  

Idiomatic Translations 

 

FREEDOM (Keith Bosley) 

 

Oh what fun 

To leave a job undone, 

A book that must be read 

On the shelf instead! 

Reading is a bore,  

Study even more. 

The sun shines  

Without immortal lines, 

The river flows, smaller or greater, 

Without an imprimatur,  

And the breeze,  

So early by nature,  

Takes its time with the trees… 

 

Books are sheets of paper inked. 

Study is something that leaves indistinct  

The distinction between nothing and no thing. 

 

How much nicer, when the fog hangs low,  

To await the once and future king, 59 

Whether he comes or no! 

 

What is great is poetry, goodness, and the 

dance… / But above all things, children most 

entrance, 

                                                 
59 Dom Sebastião is the mythic once and future king in the Portuguese culture.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QM3UL-fczo
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Só quando, em vez de criar, seca.  

 

Mais que isto  

É Jesus Cristo,  

Que não sabia nada de finanças  

Nem consta que tivesse biblioteca...  

With flowers, song, moonlight, sun that goes 

astray 

Only when life it warmed it burns away. 

What most pleases  

Is Christ Jesus, 

Who had no knowledge of finance 

Nor, it is said, a library…60 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Transcription, Portuguese Text, Word-for-Word 

Translation 

 

[li.berˈda.ʤi] 

LIBERDADE 

freedom 

 

[a:j ki pɾɐˈzer] 

Ai que prazer   

Oh what pleasure 

 

[nʌ:w̃ŋ kumˈpɾiɾ uŋ deˈver] 

Não cumprir um dever,  

Not to follow   a   duty 

 

[teɾ uŋ ˈli.vɾu ˈpa.ɾɐ ler] 

Ter um livro para ler  

To have a book to read. 

 

[i nʌ:w̃ŋ u fɐˈzer]  

E não o fazer!  

And not it to do! 

 

[leɾ ɛ mɐˈsa.dɐ] 

Ler é maçada,  

Reading is boring, 

 

[is.tuˈdaɾ ɛ ˈna.dɐ]  

Estudar é nada.  

Studying is nothing 

 

[i:w sɔːw ˈdoːj.ɾɐ] 

E o sol doira  

The sun overgilds 

 

  

                                                 
60 Eugénio Lisboa, ed, A Centenary Pessoa, 46. 
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[seːjŋ̃ li.te.rɐˈtu.ɾɐ] 

Sem literatura  

Without literature 

 

[u ˈxi.u ˈkɔ.xi be:jŋ̃ oːw ma:w]  

O rio corre, bem ou mal,  

The river runs, well or badly, 

 

[seːjŋ̃ e.ʤiˈsʌːw̃ŋ o.ɾi.ʒiˈna:w] 

Sem edição original.  

Without edition original 

 

[ja ˈbɾi.zɐ ˈɛ.sɐ ˈbɾi.zɐ] 

E a brisa, essa brisa, 

And the breeze, this breeze 

 

[ʤi tʌːw̃ŋ nɐ.tu.rɐ:wˈmeːjŋ̃.t∫j mɐ.t∫jˈna:w] 

De tão naturalmente matinal, 

Of a so   naturally       matutinal (way) 

 

[ˈko.mu ˈte:jŋ̃.pu nʌːw̃ŋ te:jŋ̃ ˈpɾɛ.sɐ] 

Como o tempo não tem pressa... 

As     the time    no   has   hurry 

 

[ˈli.vɾus sʌːw̃ŋ pɐˈpɛ:js piŋˈta.dus ko:w̃ŋ ˈt∫iŋ.tɐ] 

Livros são papéis pintados com tinta. 

Books are  papers painted     with ink 

 

[is.tuˈdaɾ ɛ:w.mɐ ˈko:j.ziŋ kjesˈta iŋ.ʤisˈt∫iŋ.tɐ]  

Estudar é uma coisa em que está indistinta 

Studying is one thing  in    which is   indistinct 

 

[a ʤis.t∫iŋˈsʌːw̃ŋˈeŋ.tɾj ˈna.di ˈko:j.zɐ njˈɲu.mɐ] 

A distinção entre nada e coisa nenhuma.  

The distinction between nothing and thing none 

 

[ˈkwʌŋ.twɛ meˈʎɔɾ ˈkwʌŋ.dwa ˈbɾu.mɐ] 

Quanto é melhor, quando há bruma, 

How much it is better, how much there is mist 

 

[is.peˈɾaɾ puɾ doːw̃ŋ se.bɐ.t∫iˈʌ:w̃ŋ] 

Esperar por Dom Sebastião, 

To wait  for     Sebastian 
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[kɛɾ ˈve:j.̃ɲɐ o:w nʌ:w̃ŋ] 

Quer venha ou não! 

Whether he comes or not 

 

[ˈgɾʌŋ.ʤi ɛ ɐ po.eˈzi:ɐ bo:w̃ŋˈda.ʤi i as ˈdʌŋ.sɐs] 

Grande é a poesia, a bondade e as danças... 

Great is the poetry, the goodness and the dances 

 

[ma.z u meˈʎɔɾ du ˈmuŋ.du sʌ:w̃ŋ as kɾiˈʌŋ.sɐs] 

Mas o melhor do mundo são as crianças, 

But the best  in the world   are  the children 

 

[ˈflo.ris ˈmu.zi.kɐ u luˈaɾ ju sɔ:w ki ˈpɛ.kɐ] 

Flores, música, o luar, e o sol, que peca 

Flowers, music, the moonlight, and the sun, who sins 

 

[sɔ ˈkwʌŋ.du. iŋ ve:js ʤj kriˈaɾ sɛ.kɐ] 

Só quando, em vez de criar, seca. 

Only when     instead of create dries 

 

[ma:js ki ˈis.tu] 

Mais que isto 

More than this 

 

[ɛ ʒeˈzus ˈkɾis.tu] 

É Jesus Cristo, 

Is Jesus Christ 

 

[ki nʌ:w̃ŋ sɐˈbi.ɐ ˈna.dɐ ʤi fiˈnʌŋ.sɐs] 

Que não sabia nada de finanças 

Who not knew nothing about finances 

 

[ne:jŋ̃ ˈko:w̃ŋs.tɐ ki t∫iˈvɛ.si bi.bljoˈtɛ.kɐ] 

Nem consta que tivesse biblioteca... 

Nor appear to have owned a library 

 

The poem Liberdade was written in March 16, 1935.61 It was signed utilizing Pessoa’s own 

name, and its main theme centers on human freedom. The poem starts with funny ironies praising 

the idea of a life without duties or obligations. Nuno Hipólito reminds us that Pessoa included in 

                                                 
61 http://arquivopessoa.net/textos/4307. 
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his original manuscript a reference to the Roman Stoic philosopher Seneca. For Hipólito, if one 

considers the Stoicism as an interpretive key for the poem,  

everything that seemed to be light and gay now becomes deeply ironic. Fernando Pessoa 

actually thinks the opposite of what his poem says. If he says that it is good not to fulfill a 

duty, he thinks the contrary, that the duty is essential for liberty; if one wants to be free, 

he/she will have to submit to the fulfilling of the imposed duty. Pessoa wanted to find 

freedom through a detachment from everything, from civilization, from duties, and from 

books in order to be only a simple eternal child... The title - Liberdade – is only a sad and 

bitter irony and an intentional paradox. His pain is the defeat of his own adventure, since 

he is already close to death when he writes this poem.62 

Miranda’s setting of Liberdade was composed in 1986 in Rio de Janeiro, and it was 

published by Jornal do Brasil, where Miranda worked as a music critic. The work is scored for 

soprano, alto, tenor, bass (SATB) a cappella chorus with occasional divisi for alto and tenor 

sections. In addition, Miranda includes a spoken voice, body percussion with the use of snaps and 

claps, and an optional use of jingle bells.  

Miranda does not follow the form of the poem literally. The composition is multi-sectional 

and alternates homophonic passages with polyphonic sections. It can roughly be described as a 

ternary form ABA' in which the B section is much longer and more varied than the A section. The 

A section is heard two times, almost with no alteration of pitches or rhythmic motives. In the first 

repetition, it is, in and of itself, a small complete ternary form. It can be considered a closed form 

inside a major piece. The sections of the internal ternary form in section A will be labeled aba 

                                                 
62 Nuno Hipólito, “Análise do poema ‘Liberdade’” in the website 

http://www.umfernandopessoa.com/liberdade.html. Accessed February 02, 2016; trans. “Tudo o que antes parecia 

ligeiro, agora é intensamente irónico. Fernando Pessoa pensa o contrário do que diz o seu poema. Se ele diz que bom 

é não cumprir um dever, ele pensa o contrário, que o dever é essencial para a liberdade, se o homem quiser ser livre, 

terá de se submeter ao cumprimento do dever que lhe é imposto. Ele que queria atingir a liberdade libertando-se de 

tudo, da civilização, dos deveres, dos livros, ser apenas criança... O titulo - Liberdade - é apenas uma ironia triste e 

amarga e um contra-senso propositado. Arde em Fernando Pessoa a derrota da sua aventura, perto que está da morte 

quando escreve este poema.” 

http://www.umfernandopessoa.com/liberdade.html
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coda. The repetition of the A section, at the end of the piece, is ab only, and it is then followed by 

the general coda of the composition.  

The A section, Leve e bem articulado (light and well articulated), mm. 1-29, is widely 

homophonic and rhythmic, with the use of syncopations. It is centered on an extended idea of the 

tonality of E minor, which the composer manages to harmonize in a dubious way that seems to 

point to G major at some points. Figure 6.1 shows the theme of section a.  

 
Figure 6.1. Liberdade, mm. 1-4. 

It is a period in which antecedent and consequent phrases are equal except for the final 

chord, which is a B minor minor seventh chord at the former and an E minor minor seventh one at 

the latter. Therefore, this could be classified as a parallel progressive period. Both phrases of the 

period start in E minor but introduce cadential sequences IV-V-I in G major (major chords C – D 

– G). They are immediately followed by a less strong harmonic chain that points back to E minor 

(chords C major – A minor – B minor – E minor). The sense of repose in E minor is reinforced by 
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the soprano line, which ends the first half of each phrase in the pitch B and then comes back down 

to finish the melodic material in E, outlining a long span I-V-I melodic arch. 

The second part of the A section, sub-section b, starts in A minor and finishes in a D major 

minor seventh chord. This part has a little bit more of free counterpoint and the melody here is 

extended to a higher tessitura, reaching the tonic E one octave higher. This is followed by a literal 

repetition of the part a, with the addition of a short cadential coda in E minor. 

Section B is very rich in contrasts. It alternates faster sections in compound meter with 

slower lyric sections in simple meter. The sections in compound meter are mainly homophonic 

and they are centered on the key of C major (Figure 6.2).  

 
Figure 6.2. Liberdade, mm. 30-34. 

These passages in compound meter present an interesting device of triadic transformations, 

which causes all chords to be major without losing the tonal centricity. The first instance, Com 

entusiasmo (with enthusiasm), mm. 30-35, has the harmonic sequence of major chords C – G – C 

– D – E – G – D – E – G – F – D – E – C – E. The same sequence is used on the second instance 

of a fast compound meter section, Com entusiasmo (with enthusiasm), mm. 45-51, with the 
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interesting addition of the sequence of major chords G – Bb – B. The third instance, mm. 52-62, 

follows the same harmonic pattern except for a brief appearance of one unique minor chord, an E 

minor, which happens between two E major chords by a chromatic movement in the tenor section. 

Another difference in this third phrase in compound meter is a change in texture between mm. 54 

and 58, where the male voices present a melody that is accompanied by the female voices with 

repeated chords on percussive onomatopoeic text. (See figure 6.3) 

 
Figure 6.3. Liberdade, mm. 54-55. 

Liberdade is a composition of the neotonal period of Ronaldo Miranda’s musical creation. 

It is a perfect example of the harmonic devices the composer uses in this period. In many passages, 

his harmonies consist mainly of traditional major and minor triads. Joseph N. Straus acknowledges 

the presence of triadic harmonies in several tendencies of music in the 20th-century. He says that  

Familiar major and minor triads are basic harmonies in several different post-tonal styles 

of composition, including neoclassicism, neotonality, and minimalism. In many cases, we 

find extended progressions of triads that are not constrained by the norms of traditional 

tonality. In particular, the triads do not relate to each other functionally, as predominants, 

dominants, or tonics. Such music is triadic, but still distinctively post-tonal.63 

                                                 
63 Joseph N Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, 158. 
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A way that has been frequently used to classify this post-tonal triadic music is by the use 

of Neo-Riemannian theory, where a particular triad can be mapped onto any other one by the use 

of sequences of transformations. The basic transformations include three types: parallel (P), 

leading-tone (L), and relative (R), all of these transformations change the mode of the chord. If 

one has a C major chord in mind, P will map it onto C minor, L will change it to E minor, and R 

will result in A minor. 

In the parallel transformation, the two chords preserve the same root, and the third moves 

by half step. In this transformation, the perfect fifth is kept from one chord to the following one. 

Miranda uses this simple transformation at mm. 59-61, in which he moves the tenor line by half 

step changing the chord from E major to E minor, and vice versa. In the leading-tone 

transformation, the third of a major chord becomes the root of a minor chord. In this 

transformation, the root of the major chord descends a half step while the minor third is kept. 

Differently from that, in the relative transformation the major third is preserved and the fifth of the 

major chord is raised by a whole step. Finally, these operations can be combined in order to explain 

the steps to transform a triad on any other chord, major or minor. 

Julian Hook shows these combined operations in an article about Uniform Triadic 

Transformations. The author introduces a table64 that makes it easy to understand the sequences of 

operations for any given transformation. Since this part of Miranda’s composition is only formed 

by sequences of consonant triads in non-conventional chains, these harmonic successions can be 

classified with the use of this Neo-Riemannian theory. The names in German for the Uniform 

Triadic Transformations are the names used by Hugo Riemann. We can recognize in this section 

of Miranda’s composition the use of  

                                                 
64 Julian Hook, “Uniform Triadic Transformations,” 80-1. 
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 C→Db – Gegenleittonsschritt (two major chords half tone apart), which is reached 

by the operations LPRP, PLRL, RLPL, or RPLP 

 C→D - Ganztonschritt (two major chords a whole tone apart), which is reached by 

the operations LRLR, RLRP, or RPRL 

 C→Eb – Gegenkleinterzschritt (two major chords a minor third apart), which is 

reached by the operations PR 

 C→E - Terzschritt (two major chords a major third apart), which is reached by the 

operations LP 

 C→F – Gegenquintschritt (two major chords a perfect fourth apart), which is 

reached by the operations RL 

 C→G – Quintschritt (two major chords a perfect fifth apart), which is reached by 

the operations LR 

 C→A – Sextschritt (two major chords a major sixth apart), which is reached by the 

operations RP 

 C→Bb – Gegenganztonschitt (two major chords a minor seventh apart), which is 

reached by the operations LRPR, PRLR, or RLRL 

What is distinctively interesting about Miranda’s use of triadic transformations in this piece 

is that these sequences happen in a homophonic setting that the composer manages to create with 

easy voice leading mostly comprised of melodic intervals of seconds, thirds and fourths. Therefore, 

the lines are pleasant to sing, and they are not difficult. The result is at the same time new and 

familiar, complex and simple. This compositional device provides a post-tonal music that is easily 

sung even by amateur choirs. 

The lyric parts of section B include more polyphonic material. The first instance, Lírico 

(lyric), mm. 36-44, begins with the canonic entrances shown in Figure 6.4 but the composition 

does not proceed as a canon. Actually, there is a richness of different textures in this short passage, 

with instances of polyphony, homophony, and accompanied melody. 
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Figure 6.4. Liberdade, mm. 36-40. 

The harmonic vocabulary of this section is also very rich, with lots of secondary 

predominant and dominant harmonies. The tonal center starts in A minor and transits to D minor 

before a half-cadence in G to prepare the return to C major in a new instance of the fast compound-

meter material discussed before. One harmonic feature of outstanding craftsmanship used here is 

the modulation from D minor to C major. The composer uses a cadence in D minor with a German 

augmented sixth chord followed by an A major minor seventh chord and D minor. Then, the 

composer creates a double neighboring motion around the pitch A, using once again the same 

pitches recently heard at the German chord. However, this time G# and Bb are only embellishments 

that create a melodic movement to a G natural, establishing the G major minor seventh chord, 

which is the dominant in the new key of C major. 

The second lyric section, Com muita emoção (with a lot of emotion), mm. 63-75, is at the 

end of the section B. At this point, the music has transitioned back to its center on E minor with 

the Neo-Riemannian procedures discussed above. Nevertheless, once again the harmonic language 

here is very rich. The composer starts this portion polyphonically in the subdominant chord A 
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major (see figure 6.5), and then he tonicizes the second degree F# minor using a secondary 

dominant C# major minor seventh chord. This is followed by a cadence in E major.  

 
Figure 6.5. Liberdade, mm. 63-66. 

Then, at m. 70, the composer uses once again a sequence of major chords to underline the 

text “flores, música, o luar e o sol” (flowers, music, the moonlight, and the sun), which is sung 

homophonically. The harmonic activity then reestablishes the key of E minor and section B ends 

with a vocalization in 3/8 using the vowel [o] while one of the singers speaks the last two lines of 

the poem: 

Mais que isto 

É Jesus Cristo,  

Que não sabia nada de finanças  

Nem consta que tivesse biblioteca...  

What most pleases  

Is Christ Jesus, 

Who had no knowledge of finance 

Nor, it is said, a library… 

Finally, the composition repeats the material from section A in order to complete the large 

ternary form of the composition. Sections a and b, the first and the second sub-sections of A, are 

repeated literally until m. 104 where the coda begins. The short coda is a very simple vocalization 

using the syllable [la] in the spirit of a popular melody meant to be sung by everybody. With this 

folk-like tune, Miranda reinforces the apparent message of Pessoa’s poem that life is to be enjoyed 
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and celebrated without excess of preoccupation and stress. Miranda reinforces the spirit of 

celebration and joy with the use of body percussion. He notates it with a notehead in the form of 

an X for a snap and a note with square head for a soft clap. At the end, the final cadence uses once 

again the Uniform Triadic Transformation C→D with the harmonic sequence of major chords C – 

D – E on the words “doira o sol” (the sun shines). Figure 6.6 shows the end of the vocalization 

with body percussion and the final cadence. 

 
Figure 6.6. Liberdade, mm. 106-112. 

In conclusion, this composition is interesting for a number of reasons. The ironic message 

of the poem is relevant both for the singers and for the audience since it discusses universal life 

issues. In the process of rehearsals for performing this composition, it was particularly interesting 

to discuss with college students about the beginning of the poem and its direct relationship with 

the daily activities of the students. In addition, the musical characteristics of the composition are 

relevant, since it includes many contrasting rich musical ideas. The composition is accessible for 

choirs from all levels, since the ranges of the voices are not challenging and the musical lines are 
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easy and enjoyable to sing. In spite of that, the piece is challenging for non-native speakers because 

of the long text and the amount of passages in which the composer asks for a fast-paced delivery 

of the words.  

6.2 Três Cânticos Breves 

Data of composition: 1997 

 

Publisher: FUNARTE  

 

Scoring / Voicing: SATB  

 

Ranges: Soprano: Bb2-G4 / Alto: F2-C4 / Tenor: D2-G3 / Bass: F1-C3  

 

Duration: c. 6’ 40”  

 

Outline:  

  I - Canção 

 The main tonality is G Minor 

 The sections are: 

o Alegre (happy) ♩= 92 – mm. 1-8 

o Expressivo (expressive) ♩= 80 – mm. 9-22 

o Alegre (happy) ♩= 92 – mm. 23-26 

o Molto meno mosso ♩= 40 – mm. 27-30 

o Com expectativa (with expectation) ♩= 56 – mm. 31-32 

o Lírico (lyric) ♩= 60 – mm. 33-47 

o Alegre (happy) ♩= 92 – mm. 48-51 

o Molto meno mosso ♩= 40 – mm. 52-58 

 

  II – Pobre Velha Música 

 The main tonality is E Minor 

 The sections are: 

o Com todo o sentimento (with all the feeling) ♩= 72 – mm. 1-8 

o Poco più mosso – mm. 9-17 

o Tempo I – mm. 18-23 

o Poco meno mosso – mm. 24-29 

o Ancora meno – mm. 30-32 

 

  III - Autopsicografia 

 The main tonality is A Minor 

 The only indication is  

o Lúdico (playful) ♩= 88 – mm. 1-38 
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Recordings: 

 Madrigal Contemporâneo, conducted by Danielly de Souza, s/d: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZQrQ563-Ho 

 Madrigal Contemporâneo, conducted by Danielly de Souza, 2009: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISitq0uYKJM 

 

          Original Portuguese Text 

 

TRÊS CANÇÕES BREVES 

 

I - CANÇÃO 

Silfos ou gnomos tocam?... 

Roçam nos pinheirais 

Sombras e bafos leves 

De ritmos musicais. 

 

Ondulam como em voltas 

De estradas não sei onde 

Ou como alguém que entre árvores 

Ora se mostra ou esconde. 

 

Forma longínqua e incerta 

Do que eu nunca terei... 

Mal oiço e quase choro. 

Por que choro não sei. 

 

Tão tênue melodia 

Que mal sei se ela existe 

Ou se é só o crepúsculo, 

Os pinhais e eu estar triste. 

 

Mas cessa, como uma brisa 

Esquece a forma aos seus ais; 

E agora não há mais música 

Do que a dos pinheirais. 

 

II - POBRE VELHA MÚSICA! 

Pobre velha música! 

Não sei por que agrado, 

Enche-se de lágrimas 

Meu olhar parado. 

 

Recordo outro ouvir-te, 

Não sei se te ouvi 

 

Idiomatic Translations 

 

THREE BRIEF SONGS 

 

I – SONG (Keith Bosley) 

Sylphs are they, gnomes playing?.. 

Caressed in the pine grove, 

Shadows and puffs of wind 

In time to music move. 

 

They drift in waves as if 

Round roads I do not know, 

Or as between the trees 

Someone might hide, then show. 

 

What I shall never have 

Has this vague, distant shape… 

I strain my ears, tears start. 

I don’t know why I weep. 

 

So slight the melody 

I wonder is it real 

Or is it only dusk, 

The pines and how I feel? 

 

But it stops, as a freeze 

Forgets the form woe takes; 

Now all the music left 

Is what pine grove makes.66 

 

II - POOR OLD MUSIC! (Keith Bosley) 

Poor old music! How 

I wish I knew why 

The pleasure you bring 

Floods my idle eye. 

 

I’ve heard you before. 

Was it you I heard 

                                                 
66 Lisboa, A Centenary Pessoa, 31. 
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Nessa minha infância 

Que me lembra em ti. 

 

Com que ânsia tão raiva 

Quero aquele outrora! 

E eu era feliz? Não sei: 

Fui-o outrora agora. 

 

III - AUTOPSICOGRAFIA 

 

O poeta é um fingidor. 

Finge tão completamente 

Que chega a fingir que é dor 

A dor que deveras sente. 

 

E os que leem o que escreve, 

Na dor lida sentem bem, 

Não as duas que ele teve, 

Mas só a que eles não têm. 

 

E assim nas calhas de roda 

Gira, a entreter a razão, 

Esse comboio de corda 

Que se chama65 coração. 

 

In my childhood, has 

A memory stirred? 

 

How wildly I seek 

What time? I don’t know: 

Was I happy then?  

I was, long ago.67 

 

III – (version 1) 

SELF-ANALYSIS (Peter Rickard) 

The poet’s good at pretending, 

Such a master of the art 

He even manages to pretend 

The pain he really feels is pain. 

 

And those who read his written words 

Feel, as they read of pain, 

Not the two kinds that where his 

But only the kind that is not theirs. 

 

And so around its little track, 

To entertain the mind, 

Runs that clockwork train of ours, 

The thing we call the heart.68 

 

III – (version 2) 

AUTOPSYCHOGRAPHY (Richard Zenith) 

The poet is a faker 

Who’s so good at his act 

He even fakes the pain 

Of pain he feels in fact. 

 

And those who read his words 

Will feel in what he wrote 

Neither if the pains he has 

But just the one they don’t. 

 

And so around its track, 

This thing called the heart winds, 

A little clockwork train 

To entertain our minds.69 

 

                                                 
65 Version of the composer: “Que se chama o coração.” 
67 Lisboa, A Centenary Pessoa, 33. 
68 Pessoa, Selected Poems, 75-77. 
69 Fernando Pessoa, Fernando Pessoa & Co.: Selected Poems, 247. 
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III – (version 3) 

AUTOPSYCHOGRAPHY (Keith Bosley) 

The poet is a fake. 

His faking seems so real 

That he will fake the ache 

Which he can really feel. 

 

And those who read his cries 

Feel in the paper tears 

Not to aches that are his 

But one that is not theirs. 

 

And so round in its ring 

Given the mind a game 

Goes this train on a string 

And the heart is its name.70 

 

III – (version 4) 

AUTOPSYCHOGRAPHY (Darlene J. 

Sadlier) 

The poet is a pretender. 

He pretends so completely 

That he ends up pretending that it’s pain 

The pain that he truly feels. 

 

And those who read what he writes, 

Feel good in reading his pain, 

Not the two pains that he had, 

Just the one they don’t feel. 

 

And so on the tracks 

It goes round and round, giving entertainment 

to reason, 

This toy train drawn by a chord, 

Known as the heart.71 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Transcription, Portuguese Text, Word for Word 

Translation 

 

[tɾes ˈkʌŋ.t∫j.kus ˈbɾɛ.vis] 

Três Cânticos Breves 

Three short songs 

 

  

                                                 
70 Lisboa, A Centenary Pessoa, 42. 
71 Sadlier, An Introduction to Fernando Pessoa, 69. 
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[kʌŋˈsʌ:w̃ŋ] 

I ˈ CANÇÃO 

Song 

 

[ˈsi:w.fus o:w ˈgno.mus ˈtɔ.kʌːw̃ŋ] 

Silfos ou gnomos tocam?...  

Are sylphs or gnomes playing? 

 

[ˈxɔ.sʌːw̃ŋ nus pi.ɲe:jˈɾa:js]  

Roçam nos pinheirais 

They rustle in the pine groves 

 

[ˈso:w̃ŋ.bɾɐs i ˈba.fus ˈlɛ.vis] 

Sombras e bafos leves 

Shadows and breathings light 

 

[ʤi ˈxit.mus mu.ziˈka:js] 

De ritmos musicais. 

Of rhythms musical. 

 

[o:w̃ŋˈdulʌ:w̃ŋ ˈko.mu e:jŋ̃ ˈvɔw.tɐs] 

Ondulam como em voltas 

They undulate as    at turnings 

 

[ʤi esˈtɾa.dɐs nʌːw̃ŋ se:j ˈo:w̃ŋ.ʤi] 

De estradas não sei onde 

of roads, I don’t know where, 

 

[o:w ˈko.mu a:wˈge:jŋ̃ ki ˈe:jŋ̃.tɾi ˈar.vu.ɾis] 

Ou como alguém que entre árvores 

or  as    someone who between the trees 

 

[ˈɔ.ɾa si ˈmɔs.tɾɐ o:w isˈko:w̃ŋ.ʤi] 

Ora se mostra ou esconde. 

Sometimes shows oneself or hides. 

 

[ˈfɔɾ:mɐ lo:w̃ŋ.ˈʒiŋ.kwa i iŋˈsɛɾ.tɐ] 

Forma longínqua e incerta 

form distant and uncertain  

 

[du ki ˈe:w ˈnuŋ:ka teˈɾe:j] 

Do que eu nunca terei... 

Of what I will never have… 
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[ma:w ˈoj.su i ˈkwa.zi ˈ] 

Mal oiço e quase choro. 

scarcely I hear, and I almost cry. 

 

[pur ki ˈ∫ɔ.ru ˈnʌːw̃ŋ ˈsej] 

Por que choro não sei. 

why I cry I do not know. 

 

[tʌːw̃ŋ ˈte.nwi me.loˈʤi:ɐ] 

Tão tênue melodia 

Such tenuous melody 

 

[kiˈma:w ˈse:j si ˈɛ.lɐ iˈzis.t∫i] 

Que mal sei se ela existe 

That scarcely I know if it exists 

 

[o:w si ɛ sɔ u kɾeˈpus.ku.lu] 

Ou se é só o crepúsculo, 

Or if it is just the twilight, 

 

[us piˈɲa:jz i ˈe:w isˈtar ˈtɾis.t∫i] 

Os pinhais e eu estar triste. 

The pines, and I being sad. 

 

[mas ˈsɛ.sa ˈko.mu ˈu.ma ˈbɾi.zɐ] 

Mas cessa, como uma brisa 

But it ceases, as a breeze 

 

[isˈkɛ.si ɐ ˈfɔr.ma ˈa:ws ˈse:wz ˈa:js]  

Esquece a forma aos seus ais; 

It forgets the form of its woes; 

 

[i ɐˈgɔ.ɾɐ nʌːw̃ŋ a ma:js ˈmu.zi.kɐ] 

E agora não há mais música 

And now not there is more music 

 

[du ki a dus pi.ɲe:jˈɾa:js] 

Do que a dos pinheirais. 

Than the one of the pine groves.  

 

[ˈpɔ.bɾi ˈvɛ.ʎɐ ˈmu.si.kɐ] 

II - POBRE VELHA MÚSICA! 

Poor old music! 
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[ˈpɔ.bɾi ˈvɛ.ʎɐ ˈmu.si.kɐ] 

Pobre velha música! 

Poor old music! 

 

[nʌ:w̃ŋ s:ej pur ke ɐˈgɾa:du]  

Não sei por que agrado, 

I don’t know for which pleasure 

 

[ˈe:jŋ̃.∫i.si ʤi ˈla.gɾi.mɐs] 

Enche-se de lágrimas 

Fills of tears 

 

[me:w oˈʎar pɐˈɾa.du] 

Meu olhar parado. 

My glance immobile. 

 

[xeˈkɔr.du ˈo:w.tɾu o:wˈvir.t∫i] 

Recordo outro ouvir-te, 

I remember another hearing of you 

 

[nʌ:w̃ŋ s:ej si t∫i o:wˈvi]  

Não sei se te ouvi 

I don’t know if I heard 

 

[ˈnɛ.sɐ ˈmi. ɲ iŋˈfʌŋ.sjɐ] 

Nessa minha infância 

In this my childhood 

 

[ki mi ˈle:jŋ̃.bɾ e:jŋ̃ t∫i] 

Que me lembra em ti. 

Which me reminds in you. 

 

[ko:w̃ŋ ki ˈʌŋ.sjɐ tʌ:w̃ŋ ˈxa:j.vɐ] 

Com que ânsia tão raiva 

with which anxiety so angry 

 

[ˈkɛ.ru ɐˈke.li o:wˈtrɔ.ɾɐ] 

Quero aquele outrora! 

I want that before 

 

[i e:w ˈɛ.ra feˈliz nʌːw̃ŋ se:j] 

E eu era feliz? Não sei: 

And I was happy? I don't know: 
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[fu:j u o:wˈtɾɔ.ɾ ɐˈgɔ.ɾɐ] 

Fui-o outrora agora. 

I was it before now. 

 

[a:w.to.psi.ko.gɾɐˈfi.ɐ] 

III - AUTOPSICOGRAFIA 

Auto-psicography 

 

[u poˈɛ.t ɛ:w̃ŋ fiŋ.ʒiˈdor] 

O poeta é um fingidor. 

The poet is a pretender 

 

[ˈfiŋ.ʒi tʌ:w̃ŋ koŋ.plɛ.tɐˈme:jŋ̃.t∫i]  

Finge tão completamente 

He pretends so thoroughly 

 

[ki ˈ∫e.g a fiŋˈʒir ki ɛ dor] 

Que chega a fingir que é dor 

that he gets to pretend that it is pain 

 

[a dor ki deˈvɛ.ɾɐ ˈse:jŋ̃.t∫i] 

A dor que deveras sente. 

the pain that he truly feels 

 

[i us ki le:jŋ̃ u k isˈkɾɛ.vi] 

E os que lêem o que escreve, 

and those who read what he writes 

 

[nɐ dor ˈli.dɐ ˈse:jŋ̃.te:jŋ̃ be:jŋ̃] 

Na dor lida sentem bem, 

in the pain read feel well 

 

[nʌ:w̃ŋ ɐs du:ɐs ki ˈe.li ˈte.vi] 

Não as duas que ele teve, 

not the two that he had 

 

[mɐ sɔ ɐ ki ˈe.lis nʌ:w̃ŋ te:jŋ̃] 

Mas só a que eles não têm. 

But only the one that they don't have 

 

[jaˈsiŋ nɐs ˈka.ʎɐs ʤi ˈxɔ.dɐ] 

E assim nas calhas de roda 

and so in the grooves of wheel 
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[ˈʒi.ɾ a:jŋ.tɾeˈteɾ a xɐˈzʌ:w̃ŋ] 

Gira, a entreter a razão, 

turns entertaining the reason 

 

[ˈe.si ko:w̃ŋˈbo.ju ʤi ˈkɔr.dɐ] 

Esse comboio de corda 

this convoy of rope 

 

[ki si ˈ∫ʌ.mɐ ko.ɾɐˈsʌːw̃ŋ] 

Que se chama coração. 

that is called heart 

 

Miranda’s Três Cânticos Breves (Three Short Songs) were composed in 1997. They were 

commissioned by the Brazilian National Foundation of Arts (FUNARTE). The composition was 

created to be the required piece at the First FUNARTE National Choral Competition, held that 

same year. The piece is written for SATB a cappella chorus. It is comprised of three movements, 

each of them a setting of one poem by Fernando Pessoa. 

6.2.1 Canção 

Canção, a poem signed in Fernando Pessoa’s own name, is dated September 25, 1914. 

Later, the author would change the first line to “Elfos e gnomos tocam” (Elves and gnomes play)72 

and this became the title of the poem in several posthumous publications. In his analysis of the 

poem, Carlos Rogério Duarte Barreiros describes its form as comprised of “five stanzas, each with 

four hexasyllabic verses. The regularity of the stanzas and of the meter of the verses is remarkable, 

contrasting with the rhymes, which do not follow the same uniformity.”73 Barreiros suggests that 

the key to the interpretation of this lyric poem is to understand the contrast between the 

mythological figures cited by the poet.74 Sylphs are spirits of the air and gnomes are diminutive 

                                                 
72 http://arquivopessoa.net/textos/4535. 
73 Carlos Rogério Duarte Barreiros. “A Vibração e o Silêncio em ‘Canção’, de Fernando Pessoa”, 72; trans. “Cinco 

quadras de versos hexassílabos. A regularidade das estrofes e da métrica dos versos é, portanto, marcante, ao 

contrário do que ocorre com as rimas que, embora existam, não seguem a mesma uniformidade.” 
74 Ibid. 
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spirits of the earth. The graceful and ethereal sylphs are contrasted with the ugly and earthly 

gnomes. These two opposing poles are related to the images used in the poem to describe the 

feelings of the poet. Following this interpretation, the puffs of wind, the waves, and the music are 

related to the sylphs, while the pine trees and the dusk represent the gnomes. The fourth verse is 

highly indicative of this dichotomy. It says, “Tão tênue melodia / Que mal sei se ela existe / Ou se 

é só o crepúsculo, / Os pinhais e eu estar triste” (So slight the melody / I wonder is it real / Or is 

it only dusk, / The pines and how I feel?). Ultimately, the poem is a lament. For Barreiros, “the 

soft blow of the breeze among the trees touches the sensibility of the poetic subject, who intends 

to express his senses in verses. However, he realizes that it is impossible to apprehend continuously 

such fleeting elements, and he mourns his loss.”75 

Miranda’s composition is centered in G minor. The form of the composition follows the 

form of the text and is subdivided in five sections. Musically, its form can be described as 

ABA'B'A". One can certainly identify this cyclical form through the alternation of two different 

textures. A is mostly homophonic, tonal, and rhythmic in nature, while B is polyphonic, full of 

accidentals, and it is lyrical.  

The first appearance of the A section, Alegre (happy), mm. 1-8, is a parallel sectional period 

with two homophonic phrases driven by a fast and rhythmic motive using eighth and sixteenth 

notes. The harmonies are tonal in the key of G minor. The antecedent phrase starts in G minor and 

has an imperfect authentic cadence in G major (see Figure 6.7). The consequent phrase starts in 

the subdominant C minor and moves to a perfect authentic cadence in G major. The Soprano line 

has the main melody, and it builds an arch that starts in the tonic and moves to the fifth grade at 

                                                 
75 Ibid., 80; trans. “O correr da brisa nas árvores toca a sensibilidade do eu, que tenta exprimir-lhe os sentidos 

melódicos em versos. Tendo percebido, já na terceira, que lhe era impossível apreendê-los continuamente, na 

medida em que estavam carregados de conteúdo fugaz, o eu lamenta que este lhe escape.” 
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the end of the first phrase, it then starts the consequent phrase at the tonic up in the octave and 

comes back down through stepwise motion back to the original pitch. All these features are 

indicative of a very conservative and tonal musical setting and they testify to the frequent use of 

traditional formal structures in Miranda’s music. 

 
Figure 6.7. Três Cânticos Breves, Movement I – Canção, mm. 1-4. 

Section B, Expressivo (expressive), mm. 9-22, is marked by its contrasts. Its main tonality 

is the distant key of F minor, a secondary subdominant of the subdominant C minor. The general 

texture is an accompanied melody treated polyphonically (see Figure 6.8). Bass and tenor sections 

have a more instrumental fashion, with longer notes and several leaps, including large ones such 

as sixths, sevenths, and octaves. The soprano line has the main melody, which is characterized by 

a sequence of four two-measure phrases that start using eighth notes in stepwise motion at the two 

first instances, develops into triplets with large leaps at the third pair of measures, and ends again 

with eighth notes. The altos sing short answers to each one of these phrases. 
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Figure 6.8. Três Cânticos Breves, Movement I – Canção, mm. 9-12. 

The two first phrases of the melody are in C minor, but they modulate into F minor in the 

last two. Therefore, this portion can be classified as a contrasting progressive period. At m. 17, 

sopranos are tacet and altos sing an echo to the two last phrases of the soprano line. These four 

measures of echo work as a modulation to the key of the next section, which is the subdominant C 

minor. The sequence of chords is a surprising Fm – Ab7 – Db – G7 – Cm – Ab7 – Cm. Once again, 

this chain can be understood using Neo-Riemannian relationships. The relationship between Ab 

major minor seventh chord and C minor, for example, is a simple Leading Tone transformation in 

this system. 

The A' section, mm. 23-32, begins with material similar to that used at the beginning of the 

piece, but it is now in the subdominant key C minor. This time, the consequent phrase is very 

contrasting. The phrases “mal ouço e quase choro” (I barely hear and I almost cry) are set with 

short descending lines in a much slower tempo. At the end of this section, Miranda uses a very 

short strict canon on the words “choro o que não sei” (I cry what I don’t know). This phrase is not 

exactly present in the poem. This new phrase works as an answer to the question posed by the poet. 

The original text says I barely hear and I almost cry. Why do I cry? I don’t know. Miranda therefore 
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changes the placement of the words in order to find a new meaning for the phrase and to increase 

the feeling of sadness and despondency of this part of the poem. 

The next section of the poem suggests that a very thin melody heard by the poet is what 

has power to change his mood and take him out of his melancholy. The melody refers to 

reminiscences of Pessoa’s childhood and to his mother’s piano playing, which is a constant image 

of an idealized time of happiness in his orthonymic poems. Miranda uses at this B' section, Lírico 

(lyric), mm. 33-47, similar material to the one he used in the B section with the same texture, but 

the phrases and the harmony are different (see Figure 6.9). 

 
Figure 6.9. Três Cânticos Breves, Movement I – Canção, mm. 33-36. 

This section is centered in E minor. The range of the melodic lines in all voices is very 

broad and the composer uses chromaticism in several phrases. An interesting device is showed in 

Figure 6.9, in which soprano and tenor lines have a challenging chromatic neighboring motion 

with octave displacement. The alto line is difficult due to its range and to the presence of 

chromaticism. The section ends on a half cadence in a D major minor seventh chord with 
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augmented fifth on the word “mas” (but). The adversative conjunction is explored with a fermata, 

an accent, and the unusual indication mfp, which asks for the same effect of a fp, but with a softer 

onset. This stop in the flow of the music prepares a total change in the mood of the poem. 

The last reiteration of the A section, Alegre (happy) / Molto meno mosso, mm. 48-58, brings 

the key back to the original G minor. This last section is fast and gay. The poem now invites the 

suffering poetic subject to forget his woes and listen to the music of the forest of pines. The word 

“music” is repeated a number of times flowing from the highest to the lowest sections of the choir 

in a strict imitation one octave apart. 

The last chord of the song, depicted in 

Figure 6.10, is a G major with an added 9th on 

the word “ais” (woes). It is held for seven 

beats, during which the composer asks the 

choir to close the vowels into an [s] sound 

with no pitch. In order to make the effect more 

perceptible, there is an indication of sforzando 

at the moment when the [s] should begin. It is 

followed by a final decrescendo. 
 

Figure 6.10. Três Cânticos Breves, Movement 

I – Canção, mm. 57-58. 

6.2.2 Pobre Velha Música 

Pobre Velha Música, also signed with the name of Fernando Pessoa, is not dated, but it was 

first published at Athena magazine in December, 1924. The general theme of the poem is related 

to a nostalgic view of the poet’s childhood and to his memories of the music he had at home, where 

his mother used to play the piano. Nuno Hipólito believes that the ultimate message of the poem 

is that  
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Pessoa wishes to return to the past, but he knows that this turning back is impossible. 

Simultaneously, he is conscious that he would not be happy in his actual conditions even 

if he managed to go back. His desire is projected in an unachievable time frame: that he 

could at the same time be child as before, but also adult as today. This paradox is explicit 

when he says, “fui-o outrora agora” (I was now long ago).76 

This short composition is set with a ternary form ABA'. It is tonal and in the key of E minor. 

The A section, Com todo o sentimento (with all feeling), mm. 1-8, is a parallel continuous period. 

The texture has a homophonic soprano, alto, and tenor trio accompanied by the bass (see Figure 

6.11).  

 
Figure 6.11. Três Cânticos Breves, Movement II – Pobre Velha Música, mm. 1-4. 

The bass line is mainly comprised of quarter notes that outline the harmonies with several 

leaps in a kind of “walking bass” style. The trio of the upper voices is divided in four symmetrical 

two-measure phrases, in which the first measure is always a movement in eighth notes and the 

second measure is a stretch of that movement in quarter or half notes. The melody is lyric and each 

                                                 
76 Nuno Hipólito, “Análise do poema ‘Pobre Velha Música’” in the website 

http://www.umfernandopessoa.com/pobre-velha-muacutesica.html. Accessed February 04, 2016; trans. “Pessoa 

deseja o regresso ao passado, mas sabe que esse regresso é impossível. Mas simultaneamente ele tem consciência 

que mesmo que conseguisse regressar não conseguiria ser feliz agora. O seu desejo projecta-se num plano temporal 

impossível de realizar: ele ser criança então, mas adulto agora, ao mesmo tempo. O paradoxo é explícito quando ele 

diz: ‘fui-o outrora agora’.” 
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pair of measures is characterized by a beginning in stepwise motion followed by a leap up in the 

scale to the last eighth note of the first measure that is immediately compensated by a stepwise 

descent. These features are demonstrated at Figure 6.11. 

The B section, Poco più mosso (a little more moved), mm. 9-17, has a change in texture. It 

is centered in the minor dominant B minor, and it is a parallel progressive period followed by a 

transition to the major dominant chord (see Figure 6.12).  

 
Figure 6.12. Três Cânticos Breves, Movement II – Pobre Velha Música, mm. 9-12. 

As seen in Figure 6.12, in this part of the music, the sopranos and altos with divisi sing a 

homophonic trio accompanied by the male voices. The melodic arches are longer in this section, 

with four-measure phrases. The tenor and bass parts are accompanying lines that use both the 

arppeggiating “walking bass” in quarter notes as seen in the bass writing of the section A and the 

movement in eighth notes as seen in the main melody.  

Section A, Tempo I–Poco meno mosso (first tempo–a little less moved), mm. 18-29, has 

the soprano singing an embellished version of the primary melody. This variation is achieved by 
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the use of triplets and by slight changes in pitches while preserving the points of arrival of each 

short phrase. The key is back to the original E minor. The texture of this section is of a single 

melody accompanied by the other voices. Bass is still keeping the quarter notes most of the time. 

Alto and tenor proceed mostly in a homophonic duet that, in some moments, assume the same 

rhythm of the bass. The consequent of this period is repeated in an echo of the soprano in a lower 

register. A solo walking bass in eighth notes in stepwise motion at the bass section transitions the 

music to the final Coda.  

 
Figure 6.13. Três Cânticos Breves, Movement II 

– Pobre Velha Música, mm. 30-32. 

The Coda, Ancora meno (Even 

less), mm. 30-32, is a homophonic cadence 

on the first line of the poem. The section 

has an imperfect authentic cadence 

followed by a plagal cadence in E minor in 

piano and in low registers. It has an effect 

of rest and quietness that relates well to the 

general mood of nostalgic remembrance in 

the poem (see Figure 6.13). 

6.2.3 Autopsicografia 

The poem Autopsicografia (Autopsycography) was written in April 1931. It was also 

signed in the real name of the author.77 In his book about the poet, K. David Jackson considers 

Autopsicografia “the most well-known and widely translated and quoted poem by Fernando 

                                                 
77 http://arquivopessoa.net/textos/4234. 
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Pessoa ‘himself’”.78 The poem is comprised of three stanzas of four rhymed lines each, and it is 

written in the seven-syllable verse form called redondilha maior, “which along with the five-

syllable redondilha menor are the forms used in Portugal’s traditional oral and popular poetry, 

dating from a poetic flowering in the early thirteenth century.”79 Once again, Pessoa is using simple 

poetic forms to address complex and deep philosophical questions about reality and fiction. If the 

poet is a feigner, then the natural result is that his poem is false and, therefore, the experience of 

the reader will not result in a real emotional or reasonable communication. Jackson highlights the 

outstanding artistic value of the poem noting,  

Pessoa’s poet is caught in a paradox: he can create only feigned representations of what he 

really feels; he is captive of a reality, but can express it only through distortion or pretense. 

(…) Pessoa’s art of pretending, as expounded in ‘Autopsicografia,’ is an essential 

expression of the philosophical dimensions by which he changes the popular, oral genre 

into its adverse.80  

Ronaldo Miranda’s musical setting is in the key of A minor. The general texture of this 

movement is the one of accompanied melody, and it is always sung by the sopranos while the other 

voices keep rhythmic and melodic ostinatos. The text for the ostinatos was drawn from the third 

stanza of the poem, in which Pessoa says: “E assim nas calhas de roda / gira a entreter a razão / 

esse comboio de corda / que se chama coração” (And thus in the wheel's grooves / Turns, to 

entertain reason, / This convoy of rope / Which is called a heart.) Miranda uses the words “gira” 

(turn) and “roda” (wheel) to create a continuous movement that paints musically these words so 

well. As a rule, the structure of the ostinato is the one shown at Figure 6.14.  

                                                 
78 K. David Jackson, Adverse Genres in Fernando Pessoa, 59. 
79 Ibid., 60. 
80 Ibid, 72-3. 
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Figure 6.14. Três Cânticos Breves, Movement III – Autopsicografia, mm. 3-4. 

At some moments, the ostinato stops for brief punctuations by the three lower voices in 

homophony, such as in mm. 9 and 31 for example. A similar break of the ostinatos happens in the 

B Section (see Figure 6.15). 

 

Figure 6.15. Três Cânticos Breves, Movement III – Autopsicografia, mm. 13-14. 

In this case, the lower voice lines are slightly fragmented between a short statement of the 

ostinato structure followed by an eighth note rest, and a homophonic statement of the words “a 
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roda” (the wheel) at each new measure. The feeling generated by this break of the ostinato is of a 

strong percussive effect. The establishment and the breakings of this pattern demonstrate 

Miranda’s esteem of rhythmic structures that create movement and drive. The result is a thrilling 

composition that calls the choir to invest tenacious energy and a keen sense of articulation. 

The expressive marking Lúdico (Playful) designates the tempo and mood of the whole 

piece. Although the texture and the relationships between the voices are almost the same for the 

whole composition, one can read its musical form as an ABA' ternary due to changes in harmony 

and in the melody. The A section, mm. 1-10, starts with a two-measure introduction with the 

ostinatos in all voices. At m. three, the sopranos take over the melody, which outlines successive 

leaps of fourth. In spite of this angularity, the melody sounds very similar to some folkloric 

expressions due to its repetitive nature. In this way, Miranda creates a melody that sounds 

vanguardist and popular at the same time (see Figure 6.16). This section is in the key of A minor, 

and the harmonies are mostly major or minor triads with the addition of a ninth or a sixth, due to 

the fact that the tenor’s ostinato is mostly comprised of repeated eighth notes that are the sixth or 

the ninth of the fundamental of each harmony.  

 
Figure 6.16. Três Cânticos Breves, Movement III – Autopsicografia, mm. 3-10. 

The B section, mm. 11-22, keeps the same general structure, but it is in the key of C minor. 

The melody in the soprano line is a little more challenging in this section due to the use of less 
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predictable leaps, including leaps of a seventh. At the end of this section, Miranda prepares a 

transition back to the tonic through a number of interesting devices reproduced at Figure 6.17.  

 
Figure 6.17. Três Cânticos Breves, Movement III – Autopsicografia, mm. 19-23. 

 
Figure 6.17, cont. Três Cânticos Breves, Movement III – Autopsicografia, mm. 19-23. 

At m. 19, the ostinato stops and the last line of the verse is sung in parallel octaves, and it 

is the only unison found in the entire composition. Then, the texture is reduced to three doubled 

voices with a pedal on the pitch B outlining a half cadence in the dominant E minor. At m. 22, the 

texture changes to two pairs of voices that repeat the same intervals four times in a row, with the 

female voices in a faster subdivision. The ostinato then returns on m. 23. 
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Section A', mm. 23-32, is a repetition of A with new text and small adjustments to include 

the lyrics of this verse. The Coda, mm. 33-38, is a homophonic affretando and crescendo and 

comes to a general apotheotic open chord formed by the juxtaposition of two fifths. This chord is 

reached through the indication of fp followed by a crescendo and a final release on an accented 

staccato eighth note with the indication of sfz (Figure 6.18). 

 
Figure 6.18. Três Cânticos Breves, Movement III – Autopsicografia, mm. 35-38. 

Três Cânticos Breves is a challenging composition. It is among Miranda’s most difficult 

choral pieces and requires a mature choir to perform it satisfactorily. It poses strong challenges in 

intonation, vocal technique, balance, and phrasing. The importance and deepness of these three 

poems, the beauty of the melodic themes in Canção, the art-song style of Pobre Velha Música, and 

the rhythmic drive of Autopsicografia are rewards for the choir that manages to overcome these 

hardships.  

6.3 Mistério do Vento 

Date of composition: November, 2005 

 

Publisher: Manuscript 
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Voicing: SATB  

 

Ranges: Soprano: B2-E4 / Alto: G2-A3 / Tenor: D2-C3 / Bass: G1-G2  

 

Duration: c. 3’ 20” 

 

Outline:  

 The tonality is E minor 

 The sections are  

o Expressivo (expressive) ♩= ±60 – mm. 1-9 

o Allegretto ♩= 82 – mm. 10-15 

o Leve, mas incisivo (light, but incisive) ♩= ±56 – mm.16 

o Lírico (lyric) ♩= 44 – mm. 17-22 

o Allegretto ♩= 80 – mm. 23-28 

o Dolente (mournful) ♩= 52 – mm. 29-34 

o Alegre (happy) ♩= 92 – mm. 48-51 

o Molto meno mosso ♩= 40 – mm. 52-58 

 

Recordings: 

 Coral Brasil Ensemble, conducted by Maria José Chevitarese, 2008: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5QHod40dVs 

 Coral Brasil Ensemble, conducted by Maria José Chevitarese, 2008: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lim6cOff_3Y 

 

Original Portuguese Text 

 

 

 

 

Sopra demais o vento  

Para eu poder descansar...  

Há no meu pensamento  

Qualquer cousa que vai parar...  

.  

Talvez esta cousa da alma  

Que acha real a vida...  

Talvez esta cousa calma  

Que me faz a alma vivida...  

.  

Sopra um vento excessivo...  

Tenho medo de pensar...  

O meu mistério eu avivo  

Se me perco a meditar.  

.  

Vento que passa e esquece,  

Idiomatic Translations 

 

The Wind is Blowing too Hard (Richard 

Zenith) 

 

The wind is blowing too hard 

For me to be able to rest. 

I sense there is something in me 

That’s coming to an end. 

 

Perhaps this thing in my soul 

That thinks life is real… 

Perhaps this thing that’s calm 

And makes my soul feel… 

 

A hard wind is blowing. 

I’m afraid of thinking. 

If I let my mind go, 

I’ll heighten my mystery. 

 

Wind that passes and forgets, 
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Poeira que se ergue e cai...  

Ai de mim se eu pudesse  

Saber o que em mim vai!...  

Dust that rises and falls… 

Thank God I cannot know 

What inside me is going on!81 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Transcription, Portuguese Text, Word-for-Word 

Translation 

 

[misˈtɛ.riw du ˈve: jŋ̃.tu] 

Mistério do Vento 

Mystery of the Wind 

 

[ferˈnʌŋ.du peˈso.ɐ] 

Fernando Pessoa (1888-1935) 

 

[ˈsɔ.pɾɐ ʤiˈma:jz u ˈve:jñ.tu] 

Sopra demais o vento 

It blows too much the wind 

 

[ˈpa.ɾɐ e:w poˈder ʤis.kʌŋˈsar] 

Para eu poder descansar...  

For me can rest 

 

[a nu me:w pe:jŋ̃.sɐˈme:jŋ̃.tu] 

Há no meu pensamento  

There is in my thinking 

 

[kwɐ:wˈkɛr ˈko:w.zɐ ki va:j pɐˈrar]  

Qualquer cousa que vai parar...  

Any thing that will stop 

 

[tɐ:wˈve:jz ˈɛs.tɐ ˈko:w.sɐ dɐ ˈa:w.mɐ] 

Talvez esta cousa da alma 

Perhaps this thing of the soul  

 

[ki ˈa.∫ɐ xeˈa:w ɐ ˈvi.dɐ]  

Que acha real a vida... 

Which believes real the life 

 

[tɐ:wˈve:jz ˈɛs.tɐ ˈko:w.sɐ ˈka:w.mɐ] 

Talvez esta cousa calma 

Perhaps this thing calm 

 

[ki mi fa:jz ɐ ˈa:w.mɐ viˈvi.dɐ] 

Que me faz a alma vivida... 

Which me make the soul lived 

                                                 
81 Pessoa, Fernando Pessoa & Co, 225. 
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[ˈsɔ.pɾɐ uŋ ˈve:jñ.twe.seˈsi.vu] 

Sopra um vento excessivo... 

It blows a wind excessive 

 

[ˈteːj.̃ɲu ˈme.du ʤi pe:jŋ̃ˈsar] 

Tenho medo de pensar... 

I have fear of thinking 

 

[u me:w misˈtɛ.ɾjwe:w ɐˈvi.vu] 

O meu mistério eu avivo 

My mistery I enlive 

 

[si mi ˈper.ku a me.ʤiˈtar] 

Se me perco a meditar. 

If myself I lose in meditating 

 

[ˈve:jŋ̃.tu ki ˈpa.s isˈkɛ.si] 

Vento que passa e esquece, 

Wind that passes and forgets, 

 

[puˈe:j.rɐ ki ˈsjɛr.gi ˈka:j] 

Poeira que se ergue e cai... 

Dust that itself raises and falls 

 

[a:j ʤi miŋ si e:w puˈdɛ.si]  

Ai de mim se eu pudesse 

Alas          if I could 

 

[sɐˈbeɾ u kje:jŋ̃ miŋ va:j] 

Saber o que em mim vai!... 

Know what in me goes on 

 

The poem Sopra Demais o Vento was written in November 5, 1914. It was signed with 

the author’s name.82 For Jacinto do Prado Coelho83, the general theme of the poem is related to the 

pain of thinking, which is associated with the tension between conscience and unconsciousness. 

The poet expresses his wishes of leaving his intellectual state of being a person who scans reality 

continuously with critical thinking. To accomplish that, he wants to return to a state of happy 

                                                 
82 http://arquivopessoa.net/textos/4542. 
83 Jacinto Prado Coelho, Diversidade e Unidade em Fernando Pessoa. - 

http://pt.slideshare.net/quintaldasletras/pessoa-ortnimo-proposta-para-anlise-de-poemas-14151-1. 
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ignorance. Nevertheless, the exercise of thinking suppresses the joy of feeling. As a result, the poet 

experiences the delusion of living in a world in which happiness is not possible. 

Miranda’s musical setting of the poem was written in 2005. It was commissioned to be 

the required piece for the choral competition of Mapa Cultural Paulista (Cultural Map of the State 

of São Paulo). It is the simplest of the works featured in this document. It may be due to the fact 

that Mapa Cultural Paulista intends to have choirs performing from all cities and towns of the 

state, thus including a large number of amateur community choirs. The website of the project says 

that Mapa Cultural Paulista “was created in 1995 with the goal of fostering cultural production of 

the in-land, revealing talents in segments of society that would not have access to the media 

otherwise and, therefore, are underexposed in the cultural field.”84 

Mistério do Vento is scored for SATB a cappella adult chorus. It is in the key of E minor 

and its form is ternary with an introduction and coda. The composition is not as difficult as the 

previous ones, as it is largely homophonic, and the tonal structure is more conventional. There are 

no large leaps or harsh dissonances and it has modest ranges for the voices. The general mood is 

the one of stillness and serenity; however, it does not mean that the composition lacks interest. The 

melodic lines are lyric and pleasant, there are contrasts and changes in texture and other musical 

elements, and the piece features the interesting use of the [s] sound as an imitation of the wind. 

The introduction, Expressivo (expressive), mm. 1-9, is a vocalize on the vowel [a] in the 

tonic key of E minor. The form of the introduction is a complete parallel interrupted period with 

the addition of a final measure with the word “talvez” (perhaps), whose final sound [s] is to be 

sustained in a piano, sibilant noise. The use of the word “perhaps” at the end of this long vocalize 

                                                 
84 Official website of Mapa Cultural Paulista. Accessed February 01, 2015 at http://www.abacai.org.br/cultura-

interno.php?id=297; trans. “Criado em 1995, tem o objetivo de fomentar as produções culturais do interior, 

revelando valores em segmentos que não teriam acesso aos meios de comunicação e com pouca visibilidade no meio 

cultural.” 
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suggests that the vowel [a] can be interpreted as a long interjection. The composer uses word 

painting at mm. 9, 23, and 33, when he uses the long [s] sound referring to the wind referred in the 

poem. The composer indicates in the score that it is to be “phonated with no sound, surreptitiously, 

in a sibilant way imitating the sound of the wind blowing far away.”85 These devices are shown at 

Figure 6.19. 

 
Figure 6.19. Mistério do Vento, mm. 7-9. 

Section A of the ternary form, Allegretto, mm. 10-15, is a parallel continuous period with 

two three-measure phrases. The musical texture is homophonic but, in both phrases, the cadential 

material of altos, tenors and basses (mm. 12 and 15) are echoes of the main melody heard in the 

soprano in the immediately preceding measures. The melody is primarily stepwise, except for an 

expressive leap of major sixth at m. 11, which is immediately compensated by contrary motion. 

                                                 
85 Ronaldo Miranda, Mistério do Vento, 8; trans. “Pronunciar, sem som, velada e sibiladamente, imitando o ruído do 

vento ao longe...” 
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This beautiful and expressive melody is a great example of Miranda’s melodic inventiveness (see 

Figure 6.20). 

 
Figure 6.20. Mistério do Vento, mm. 10-12. 

The B Section, mm. 16-22, begins with a short transition labeled Leve, mas incisivo 

(Light, but incisive) which is once again built on the word “talvez” (perhaps). This transition serves 

as a change of texture through a disconnection of the soprano line from the other sections. The key 

of the B section is Eb major, to which the composer gets through a transformation of the dominant 

B major chord of the previous section of the music into an Eb major chord with raised fifth (Figure 

6.21). This is an example of Miranda’s use of simple voice leading operations resulting in complex 

harmonic changes. In A Geometry of Music, Dimitri Tymoczko supports the importance of 

analyzing linear voice leading to understand harmonic chains, namely in unusual sequences of 

chords and in unexpected modulations that do not annihilate tonal centricity. Tymoczko highlights 

this technique as characteristic of the use of extended harmony by composers of Romanticism. He 

says, “Nineteenth-century harmony often exploits efficient voice leading in chromatic space; that 
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harmonic consistency, efficient voice leading, acoustic consonant, macroharmony, and centricity 

all contribute to our sense of tonality.”86  

This is another example of 

Miranda’s use of the uniform 

triadic transformations explained 

at the beginning of this chapter. 

This enharmonic transformation is 

a simple one-step process through 

the chromatic raise of the fifth of 

the B major chord (pitch F#) into 

the third of the Eb major chord 

with raised 5th (pitch G). 

 
Figure 6.21. Mistério do Vento, mm. 16-17. 

The continuation of the B section, Lírico (lyric), is much slower. As seen in Figure 6.22, 

it has the clear texture of a melody in the soprano accompanied by the other three sections of the 

choir. The melody is very expressive with a number of leaps and rhythmic activity, such as triplets, 

changes from triplets to duplets, and syncopations. The melody of this section of the composition 

once again outlines a six-measure long parallel sectional period. The B section ends in a 

restatement of the sibilant wind sound first heard at the end of the introduction to prepare the return 

of the wind in the next stanza of the poem. 

                                                 
86 Dimitri Tymoczko, A Geometry of Music, 264. 
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Figure 6.22. Mistério do Vento, mm. 17-19. 

The A' section, Allegretto, mm. 23-28, is very similar to the A section. Once again, the 

key is E minor. The melody in the soprano line is repeated with small changes that are mainly 

related to the necessity of accommodating the new text. Although it is only a reiteration of a 

previous section, Miranda avoids the mere automatic repetition through slight alterations in the 

other voices. Although the harmonic chain is the same, the lines exchange pitches and the interest 

of the singer is renewed. Compared to the A section, this A' section has smoother lines for altos 

and tenors, with a higher prevalence of stepwise motion. At the same time, the bass line is a little 

more prominent and presents more leaps and a slightly wider range. 

The Coda, Dolente (mournful), mm. 20-34, has a dubious function. Musically it works as 

a regular coda in a ternary form, with a restatement of the main theme and a cadence in the tonic. 

However, the form of the poem is different: it has four stanzas, and the coda corresponds to the 

fourth stanza. Interestingly enough, Pessoa’s poem in this last stanza is talking about losses and 

oblivion. His words are: “Vento que passa e esquece, / Poeira que se ergue e cai... (Wind that 
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passes and forgets, / Dust that rises and falls…). Although the presence of new information is not 

generally the characteristic of a coda, Miranda uses the general concept of the coda as an 

evanescent section of music to portray the ideas of the poem.  

Once again, Miranda includes a line of text that rearranges the order of the words of the 

poem and slightly changes its meaning. Originally, the poet finishes the poem saying, “Ai de mim 

se eu pudesse / Saber o que em mim vai!...” (Thank God I cannot know /What inside me is going 

on!...). Miranda includes an answer to this existential question that is sung only by the bass section, 

who says, “O vento vai!” (the wind goes). Before the final chord, there is a new statement of the 

sibilant imitation of the wind. Figure 6.23 demonstrates both the change in the order of the words 

in the bass line and the final chord. 

 
Figure 6.23. Mistério do Vento, mm. 31-34. 

Mistério do Vento works very well as an introduction to Miranda’s catalogue and to 

Brazilian choral music in general. The fact that its tempo is slow and that the text is relatively short 

minimizes the difficulties in diction. In addition, the ranges are limited and the tonal design of the 
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piece is not particularly challenging. All these characteristics make Mistério do Vento an unusual 

and creative contribution to choral groups of all levels. 

In conclusion, I introduced in this chapter three very different compositions by Ronaldo 

Miranda based on poems by Fernando Pessoa. Composed in a span of 20 years, they are examples 

of very different phases in the composer’s catalogue. What unites these compositions is Miranda’s 

lyrical invention of accompanied melodies alongside with an ever-present formal design in 

phrases, periods and sections. In general, all pieces evoke Brazilian art songs and bear some level 

of proximity with urban popular music styles of the country, with special particular mention to the 

lyricism of Mistério do Vento and to the folk flavor of some passages from Liberdade. 

Miranda explores craftily the legacy of one of the major names of the literature in 

Portuguese. He finds a way to bring to music Pessoa’s verses respecting and creatively adding to 

their content, their psychological struggles, their philosophical ideas, their aesthetical 

questionings, and to the flow of the Portuguese language with flawless prosody. In essence, this 

collection of choral compositions may be regarded as a definite contribution of enormous quality 

to the repertoire. A conductor who decides to program some of these pieces for his/her choir can 

be assured that this choice will properly represent samples of the highest accomplishments in the 

cultural production of both Brazilian choral music and Portuguese literature. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

 

The works by Ronaldo Miranda are a product of constant interrelation between tradition 

and experimentation. As I showed in Chapter 2, Ronaldo Miranda received his musical training 

exclusively from Brazilian schools and, therefore, he followed closely the cultural movements of 

the country. As a result, his aesthetic frame became deeply influenced by the altercations between 

Nationalism and vanguard that flourished in the 1950s. Nevertheless, the most radical moment of 

these public debates was already past when he started to compose. The overview on his 

compositional pathway presented in Chapter 4 described his explorations on different styles of 

composition until he matured his personal language to embrace an eclecticism that would combine 

tradition and experimentation in his creative process. 

Brazilian choral music has an astonishingly rich and long tradition. There is evidence of 

choral singing in the Renaissance style among the Jesuits and the missions in the 16th-century. As 

the settlements developed through the following centuries, more and more churches were built and 

a flourishing sacred cultural activity was established. In the 18th-century, compositions in Baroque 

style were created in cities of northeast Brazil, such as in Recife, where composer Luiz Álvares 

Pinto (1719?-1789) wrote music of outstanding quality. The astonishing musical activity in the 

state of Minas Gerais during the time of the exploration of the gold mines in the 18th and 19th 

centuries were mostly sponsored by the many religious brotherhoods and sisterhoods established 

in this rich and pompous region. The sacred compositions by Manoel Dias de Oliveira (1734-1813) 

and José Joaquim Emerico Lobo de Mesquita (1746-1805) accomplish a high level of dexterity in 
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the Classical style and they would be central part of the Western musical canon were they 

composed in Europe. The same is true with the period of the Capela Real in Rio de Janeiro, when 

the Portuguese royal family moved to Brazil in 1808 and established one of the most flourishing 

musical institutions in the whole history of the Americas. Composers José Maurício Nunes Garcia 

(1767-1830) and Marcos Portugal (1762-1830) provided compositions in early Romantic style to 

the court with the same level of musicianship current in European courts of those days.  

The next generation of composers would start the various movements of Brazilian 

nationalism and would generate the rich panorama discussed in this document. The explanation 

presented in Chapter 3 gave an overview of the main characteristics of the genesis and the 

development of musical nationalism in Brazil. One of the main issues of this account was to show 

how the ideas of nationalism expressed themselves in the Modernist movement, which became the 

first source of a real proposal of a Brazilian culture disentailed from its colonial matrix. The project 

of this nationalistic affirmation of Brazilian music was greatly based on the exploration of folkloric 

tunes and musical elements. However, it would soon be challenged by the expansion of a non-

nationalistic approach to music composition brought to Brazil from Europe during the World War 

II. The dodecaphonic technique would then be a pivot in a large and deep discussion about the 

nature of musical creation and expression in the country and which styles should be sponsored and 

fostered in festivals, concerts, governmental commissions, and public policies. 

Miranda’s choral output exemplifies very well the mix of influences that permeates the 

works of his generation. In Chapter 6, I provided a description of the selected repertoire. I included 

observations of the compositional devices used by the composer. Additionally, I discussed 

relationships between the musical content and Fernando Pessoa’s aesthetical philosophical, and 

psychological ideas. Once again, the consociation between tradition and experimentation on 
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Ronaldo Miranda was outlined in this chapter. The composer’s favor of traditional formal designs 

was highlighted, as well as his fondness to conservative voice-leading and counterpoint. On the 

other hand, new elements in his choral music were also described. I called the attention of the 

reader to his use of unconventional sonorities with the inclusion of effects using vocal sounds 

different from traditional singing. I identified that a successful characteristic of his choral writing 

is the maintenance of a very triadic harmony in many of his compositions with the occurrence of 

some unconventional harmonic chains. I defend that this harmonic language brings interest on his 

repertoire from a large range of audiences, since it provides new sonorities that are still somehow 

familiar and tonal-centered. As a result, innovation and experimentation in his music can be 

classified as a source of tools that expand and enlarge the possibilities of a compositional language 

deeply rooted on the academic formal compositional propositions of the Classic and Romantic 

periods. It seems that Miranda uses triadic transformations only sparingly in his choral music. In 

fact, most of his harmonic progressions can be described within the realm of tonal functional 

harmony. In his harmonic vocabulary, unusual chord successions that surpass the possibilities of 

the functional harmonic system, and that can be analyzed through Neo-Riemannian system and 

operations, are used as a resource to enrich his harmonic vocabulary. These successions also work 

as unexpected transitions to new tonal areas. John Roeder believes that the use of triadic 

transformations in the Romantic era was also usually applied to short passages. He states,  

Analysts have pointed to many instances in the chromatic music of the nineteenth century 

that can be heard to manifest some of the neo-Riemannian transformations, but these 

passages tend to be brief and exceptional—they are striking in context but they often lack 

the ‘structuring force’ one expects of supposedly characteristic gestures.87  

                                                 
87 John Roeder and Scott Alexander Cook, "Triadic Transformation and Parsimonious Voice Leading in Some 

Interesting Passages by Gavin Bryars,” 43. 
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In this aspect, Miranda’s harmonic features can be considered similar to the ones used in 

late Romanticism. The occasional presence of non-traditional harmonic sequences results from 

good voice leading through stepwise motion and use of chromaticism. The outcome is a style of 

composition that manages to stretch the harmonic language while maintaining the vocal lines easy 

to read and sing. This combination is one of the reasons why his music has found favor among 

Brazilian choirs and conductors, given the fact that choral music in Brazil is widely practiced by 

amateur groups, many of them with very low-level sight-singing skill and often lacking contact 

with contemporary classical music. 

This document is a study of three a cappella choral compositions for SATB chorus, 

culminating with the editing of these scores as seen in the appendix I. All selected repertoire was 

based on poems by Portuguese author Fernando Pessoa. To provide tools for this repertoire to be 

studied and performed, I considered it vital to explain and debate the pronunciation of Portuguese 

for singing. At Chapter 5, I centered my discussion on a practical set of tools for the reader to 

understand the IPA symbols used in the transcription added to the edited scores. On my approach 

to Brazilian Portuguese for non-native singers, I spent a great deal of time explaining the structure 

of the syllable in Portuguese to set up my defense of a methodology to solve the problem of the 

nasal vowels for singing. As I pointed out, this methodology was tested with a choir primarily 

formed by non-native speakers and it achieved successful results.  

In conclusion, let me say that Ronaldo Miranda is a great composer. His music is logical, 

formal, and inventive. Moreover, he features a solid handling of counterpoint and harmonic rules. 

Furthermore, his melodies are beautiful, enjoyable and inviting. Besides, the texts he selects are 

drawn from some of the best authors in both Brazil and Portugal. In addition, the use of the 

Portuguese language in his music is clever and impeccable. To conclude, he is a composer who 
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provides the high-level craftsmanship that all conductors thrive for when they are in search of good 

choral literature. However, I have even better news: he is not the only one. There is a myriad of 

great composers in the present writing remarkable choral music in Portuguese, as well as there 

were so many in the past. I hope this document will inspire more conductors and singers in 

America, in Brazil, and elsewhere to experiment the rich tradition of Brazilian choral music in 

Portuguese. 
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APPENDIX II – AUTHORIZATION  

 

Ronaldo Miranda sent an email on April 08, 2016 stating his formal authorization for the 

editions and his conditions: His email says,  

“Eu, Ronaldo Miranda, autorizo o doutorando Carlos Eduardo da Silva Vieira a 

incluir versões editoradas de minhas composições: Liberdade, Três Cânticos Breves e 

Mistério do Vento em seu documento final para a obtenção do grau de doutor em 

regência coral na Universidade do Alabama. 

Ressalto que a publicação das partituras integrais (sobre textos de Fernando Pessoa) 

se dará apenas dentro da Tese. 

A presente autorização não inclui qualquer direito de performance, cópia, e/ou de 

publicação dessas partituras. 

Atenciosamente, 

                   Ronaldo Miranda” 

Here follows the translation: 

“I, Ronaldo Miranda, authorize doctoral candidate Carlos Eduardo da Silva Vieira to 

include edited versions of my compositions: Liberdade, Três Cânticos Breves and 

Mistério do Vento in his final document for the obtainment of the degree of Doctor of 

Musical Arts in Choral Conducting at the University of Alabama. 

I highlight that the publication of these integral scores (on texts by Fernando Pessoa) 

will happen only in this document. 
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This authorization does not include any rights of performance, copy, or publishing of 

these scores. 

Regards, 

                   Ronaldo Miranda” 
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APPENDIX III – RECORDINGS OF RONALDO MIRANDA CHORAL MUSIC 

 

A Celebration of Joy 

 CD Coral Cultura Inglesa 30 Anos, with Coral Cultura Inglesa, conducted by 

Marcos Júlio Sergl 

 University Chorus of The University of Alabama, conducted by Carlos Vieira, 

2015, available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGUr8m-bg3g 

 

Aleluia 

 CD Liberdade / A Música Coral de Ronaldo Miranda with Coral Canto em Canto, 

conducted by Elza Lakschevitz. 

 

Ave Maria 

 CD Liberdade / A Música Coral de Ronaldo Miranda with Coral Canto em Canto, 

conducted by Elza Lakschevitz. 

 Canarinhos de Petrópolis, conducted by Marco Aurélio Lischt, 2011 (live in 

Dresden): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-awbcJk_tQs  

 Canarinhos de Petrópolis, conducted by Marco Aurélio Lischt, 2011 (in Brazil): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M72DACNvAks 

 

Belo Belo 

 CD Música Nova do Brasil with Madrigal Renascentista, conducted by Afrânio 

Lacerda (track Belo Belo available at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ayfRodWciBo) 

 CD Liberdade / A Música Coral de Ronaldo Miranda with Coral Canto em Canto, 

conducted by Elza Lakschevitz. 

 Madrigal de Brasília, conducted by Eder Camuzis, 2010: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOPlueOii4E 

 Canarinhos de Petrópolis, conducted by Marco Aurélio Lischt: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ccg2vNGEUAk 

 Eastern High School Chorale, directed by Lori Knapke: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5agV06dutw 

 CORALUSP Grupo Sestina - regência Marcia Hentschel: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tY8LD-NGab8 

 

Borba Gato 

 CD Liberdade / A Música Coral de Ronaldo Miranda with Coral Canto em Canto, 

conducted by Elza Lakschevitz. 

 

Cantares 

 CD Liberdade / A Música Coral de Ronaldo Miranda with Coral Canto em Canto, 

conducted by Elza Lakschevitz. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ayfRodWciBo
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 Coral PUC-Rio, conducted by Geraldo Leão, 2008: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lNXwR2xwiU 

 

Canto de Natal 

 No recordings available 

 

Liberdade 

 CD Liberdade / A Música Coral de Ronaldo Miranda with Coral Canto em Canto, 

conducted by Elza Lakschevitz. 

 CD Belo Belo, with Coral Unisinos, conducted by João Paulo Sefrin, 1998 

(Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgBNb1D8F3o) 

 University Chorus of the University of Alabama, conducted by Carlos Vieira, 

2015: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9pk_xfZxlQ 

 Coro da Universidade de Lisboa, conducted by Luís Almeida, 2012: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qy5eMKJ37EQ 

 Madrigal Contemporâneo, conducted by Danielly Souza, 2011: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ay26DvH_C2w 

 Madrigal da UFBA, s/d: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDA5j4XJqns 

 Coral da UFJF, conducted by Fernando Vieira, 2010: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PecQqAzHdEs 

 Coral Harte Vocal, conducted by Solange Pinto Mendonça, 2015: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QM3UL-fczo 

 

Mistério do Vento 

 Coral Brasil Ensemble, conducted by Maria José Chevitarese, 2008: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5QHod40dVs 

 Coral Brasil Ensemble, conducted by Maria José Chevitarese, 2008: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lim6cOff_3Y 

 

Noite 

 CD Liberdade / A Música Coral de Ronaldo Miranda with Coral Canto em Canto, 

conducted by Elza Lakschevitz. 

 Coral Harte Vocal, conducted by Solange Pinto Mendonça, 2005: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxTziWPEZAg 

 Coral Municipal de São Carlos, conducted by Rita de Cássia Fucci Amato, 1986: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKlX3F2Vn8I 

 Brasil Ensemble, directed by Maria José Chevitarese, 2007: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QR_WUFnPOOs 

 

Regina Caeli 

 CD Liberdade / A Música Coral de Ronaldo Miranda with Coral Canto em Canto, 

conducted by Elza Lakschevitz. 

 University Chorus of the University of Alabama, conducted by Carlos Vieira, 

2015: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsGxvA8727M 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lNXwR2xwiU
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 Canarinhos de Petrópolis, conducted by Marco Aurélio Lischt, 2011 (in Dresden, 

Germany): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X928hzuO4G4 

 Canarinhos de Petrópolis, conducted by Marco Aurélio Lischt, s/d: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5rlYjwyqQc 

 

Santa Clara, Clareai 

 Brasil Ensemble, conducted by Maria José Chevitarese, 2008: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtj_2U0XrDA 

 Brasil Ensemble, conducted by Maria José Chevitarese, 2007: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0MGa5Yqz0U 

 

Suíte Nordestina 

 CD Canções do Brasil with Coro da OSESP, conducted by Naomi Munakata 

(available at the links https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wPhqxuZstU, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKUWvKZIstA, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uktsBR4-3EA, and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDy7b955maU) 

 CD Saudade, with Kammerchor Apollini et Musis, conducted by Vinzenz 

Welssenburger, 2013 (ROP6049) 

 CD Liberdade / A Música Coral de Ronaldo Miranda with Coral Canto em Canto, 

conducted by Elza Lakschevitz. 

 CD Preamar , with Coral TodoTom – UFRJ, conducted by Maria José 

Chevitarese 

 Associação Canto Coral Porto Alegre, conducted by Leo Fuhr: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rAOZnTzv4Kc 

 Canarinhos de Petrópolis, conducted by Marco Aurélio Lischt: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ccg2vNGEUAk 

 Eastern High School Chorale, directed by Lori Knapke: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5agV06dutw 

 CORALUSP Grupo Sestina - regência Marcia Hentschel: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tY8LD-NGab8 

 

Três Cânticos Breves 

 CD Liberdade / A Música Coral de Ronaldo Miranda with Coral Canto em Canto, 

conducted by Elza Lakschevitz. 

 Madrigal Contemporâneo, conducted by Danielly de Souza, s/d: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZQrQ563-Ho 

 Madrigal Contemporâneo, conducted by Danielly de Souza, 2009: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISitq0uYKJM 

 

Violeiro do Sertão 

 CD Imagens do Brasil with Coral Brasil Ensemble – UFRJ, conducted by Maria 

José Chevitarese 

 CD Liberdade / A Música Coral de Ronaldo Miranda with Coral Canto em Canto, 

conducted by Elza Lakschevitz 


